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Abstract
In this thesis we are concerned with various problems of controller implementa
tion, primarily concentrating our interest on sampled-data control systems and on
controller order reduction.
We begin our investigation by presenting a new approach to establish a fre
quency-domain paradigm for the sampled-data control systems. The key idea is
to associate a sampled-data system with a discrete system which is obtained from
the original sampled-data system by very fast sampling at a multiple of the sam
pling frequency, followed by “blocking” or “lifting” to obtain a single-rate sys
tem. The approach is related to current approaches of Yamamoto and of Araki,
Hagiwara and Ito.
The problem of an optimal finite wordlength state-space realization of a digital
controller is investigated next. The closed loop to be considered consists of a con
tinuous-time plant, a discrete-time controller, a sampler, a zero-order hold and
an antialiasing filter. An effective algorithm is proposed to find the optimal
sam pled-data controller realization minimizing the sensitivity of the closed-loop
performance with respect to coefficient errors in the state variable matrices of the
controller realization. In order to get a tractable problem the fast sampling fol
lowed by lifting procedure needs to be applied. The procedure allows consider
ation of the system’s inter-sample behaviour.
We proceed to investigation of the problem of controller order reduction aimed
at preserving the closed-loop performance of a sampled-data closed-loop sys
tem. The fast sampling and lifting procedure allows capturing of the system’s
inter-sam ple behaviour and yields a time-invariant single-rate system; this then
permits standard order reduction ideas to be applied. Special weighting functions
aimed at preserving the closed-loop transfer function are obtained and weighted
balanced truncation is used to reduce the controller.
An error bound for transfer function order reduction is derived next, when fre
quency weighted balanced truncation is the order reduction method. The bound
is valid for both one-sided (input or output) and two-sided weighted balancing

approximations with stable weights, which can otherwise be arbitrary. Examples
are studied to demonstrate effectiveness of the error bound.
We continue with showing by an example that frequency weighted balanced re
duction procedure when applied to a scalar stable transfer function with input and
output weights can result in an unstable reduced order model. A variation on the
method is then presented which is guaranteed to yield stable reduced order models
even when both input and output weightings are included. The method is a gener
alisation of a recently suggested technique and can handle weighting transfer
functions which are proper rather than only strictly proper. A frequency response
error bound for the proposed technique is also derived which is applicable for
proper (including strictly proper) weighting functions.
An algorithm for transfer function order reduction is presented in the final part of
the thesis, which generalizes the balanced stochastic truncation algorithm to allow
for input weighting. An example illustrates use of the algorithm to secure smaller
dB error in selected frequency bands through the introduction of the weighting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Sampled-Data Control Systems

1.1.1

An Introduction to Sampled-Data
Systems

The control of physical systems with a digital computer is becoming more and
more common. Aircraft autopilots, mass-transit vehicles, oil refineries, paper
making machines and countless electromechanical servomechanisms are among
the many existing examples. Furthermore, many new digital control applica
tions are being stimulated by microprocessor technology including control of
various aspects of automobiles and household appliances. Among the advan
tages of digital logic for control are the increased flexibility of the control pro
grams and the decision-making or logic capability of digital systems, which
can be combined with the dynamic control function to meet other system re
quirements.
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The sampled-data control problems studied in this thesis are for feedback
closed-loop systems. A typical topology of such a sampled-data system is
shown in Fig. 1.1. The process to be controlled is called the plant and may
filter

controller

plant

sampler

Figure 1.1: The sampled-data control system
be any of the physical processes mentioned above whose satisfactory response
requires control action.
In this thesis we make the assumption that the sampling period (or sampling
periods in the case of multi-rate sampling) are the same and fixed. This is
in opposition to the free running scheme which assumes induced sampling upon
completion of each cycle of the code execution.
In a real sense the problems of analysis and design of sampled-data controllers
are concerned with taking account of the effects of the sampling time x. If
x is extremely small (sampling frequency 50 or more times the system band
width), sampled-data systems are nearly continuous and continuous methods
of analysis and design can be used. Many systems are originally conceived
with fast sample rates in mind. However, as the design evolves, more demands
are placed on the system, and the only way to accommodate the increased com
puter load is to slow down the sample rate. Furthermore, for cost-sensitive
digital systems, the best design is the one with the lowest cost computer that
will do the required job. That means the slowest speed computer. Slow sam
pling rate sampled-data systems cannot be treated as continuous-time systems
and continuous methods of analysis and design are not applicable to the
sampled-data systems.
Sampled-data systems cannot be treated as discrete-time systems either, for
in the case of discretization of the sampled-data system the intersample beha
viour of the system is ignored. We are interested in continuous-time perfor
mance of the plant and good behaviour of the plant at sampling instants does
not guarantee satisfactory performance at the inter-sample periods.
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Let us summarize to the point. A sampled-data system is a system having
both discrete and continuous signals when a discrete-time controller is used
to control a continuous-time plant. Interconnections of the controller and plant
are made via a sampler with a fixed sampling time x and a zero order hold
keeping a discrete input value constant for the time x. Naturally, while using
the discrete-time controller, we are interested in continuous-time behaviour
o f the plant. That is why no standard continuous-time, nor discrete-time con
trol analysis techniques are applicable to a sampled-data system. The need
for sampled-data systems design and analysis special methods and theories be
com es even more obvious when we think of the sampled-data systems as the
most common and widespread control systems.

1.1.2

Frequency Response

The notion o f frequency response plays a very important role in the theories
o f both continuous-time and discrete-time systems. That is why it is so import
ant to define frequency response of a linear sampled-data system. The term
frequency response is meant with the inter-sample behaviour o f the sampleddata system taken into account, and therefore, the conventional approach of
discrete-time approximation of the sampled-data system only at sampling in
stants cannot be applied.
A theory o f sampled-data system frequency response based on such a definition
w ill ideally allow for analysis and design o f sampled-data controllers using
standard concepts, theory and software.
A particular use o f the transfer function or transfer function matrix of a linear
time-invariant system is in computing the L2 induced norm, which is related
in a w ell-know n way to the transfer function description. It turns out that the
problem o f computing the L2 induced norm o f a sampled-data system and re
lated problems have been studied by many researchers, (e.g. Araki and Ito,
1992, 1993; Araki et al.t 1993; Bamieh and Pearson, 1992; Chen and Francis,
1990; Hara and Kabamba, 1990; Hayakawa et al., 1992; Kabamba and Hara,
1990; Pearson et al., 1991; Sivashankar and Khargonekar, 1992; Sun et al.,
1991; Tadmor, 1992; Toivonen, 1992; Yamamoto, 1993, 1994; Yamamoto and
Araki, 1994; Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1993), mainly using the technique
o f lifting an element in L2 [0 ,oo) up to that in 12L2*-0,T^, where x is the sampling
period. In other words, many of these methods look at the time domain transfer
characteristics between the input and output signals. In view o f this, it might
be appropriate to call them time domain approaches, or even L2[0,x]-based
approaches. The problem o f computing the L2 induced norm however is easier
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than defining a meaningful and practically useful - the two concepts are not
the same - frequency response.
The major problem in defining a frequency response for a sampled-data system
is that unlike continuous-time systems where a fixed frequency sinusoidal input
produces a sinusoidal output at the same frequency, the sampled-data system
output will not be a sine wave. The first approach undertaken to describe the
sampled-data system frequency-domain behaviour was probably the modified
z-transform due to Jury (Jury, 1964). Recently, there have been new attempts
to develop a frequency-domain theory for sampled-data systems, e.g. Goodwin
and Salgado (1992). Their approach was developed by Araki, Hagiwara and
Ito (Araki and Ito, 1992, 1993, 1994; Araki et al., 1993, 1994; Hagiwara et
al., 1993; Ito et al., 1993), where a modified form of Fourier analysis was used.
Another approach described in Yamamoto (1993) and Yamamoto and Khargonekar (1993), is based upon the lifting technique (Friedland, I960), which al
lows viewing of the sampled-data system as a time-invariant system by extend
ing the input/output spaces to function spaces.
In Yamamoto and Araki (1994) it was proven that the notions of frequency
response defined by the two methods are identical, at least for a magnitude
point of view.
In this thesis we establish another approach to sampled-data system frequency
response which takes inter-sample behaviour of the system into account. Un
like all other approaches based on continuous-time considerations, our ap
proach is essentially discrete-time, but, nevertheless, describes sampled-data
systems completely, but with a level of approximation which can be made arbi
trarily small.
We base the sampled-data system frequency response definition on the idea
of fast sampling and lifting. Fast sampling of continuous-time parts of the
system N times faster than the sampling frequency x_1 converts the sampleddata system to a discrete-time system which, nevertheless captures information
on intersample behaviour of the original sampled-data system. The resulting
fast-sampled discrete-time system is a multi-rate system with the sampling
rates x-1 and N r 1. To convert this system to a single-rate system a procedure
called lifting is applied. In the nutshell lifting is the combining of groups of
N subsequent system input and output values into vectors. Clearly, that in
creases input and output dimensions of the system N times, but converts the
multi-rate system to a slow (x-1) single-rate system. The beauty of the scheme
is that for linear systems the lifting does not increase the order of the system.
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If fast sampling is infinitely fast, the system would be described completely
and our approach is actually like that of Yamamoto (Yamamoto, 1993, Yama
moto and Khargonekar, 1993). But to obtain a good approximation, we do
not have to sample continuous-time entries of the system very fast; in Anderson
and Keller (1994) it is argued that 5 times faster then the sampling frequency
is usually enough.
The fast-sampling and lifting approach gives us the tool to handle sampled-data
systems and armed with the method we may address a great many applied prob
lems.

1.1.3

Finite Wordlength Sensitivity
Minimization

One of the very important sampled-data control problems is the problem of
choosing a realization of a digital compensator of a known transfer function,
which ensures that the errors introduced into a sampled-data closed loop by
using finite wordlength arithmetic in the compensator operation are minimized.
It is well known that a desired controller’s transfer function can be implemented
by any one of an infinite set of realizations of the controller. Though all these
realizations are in principle equivalent since they yield the same transfer func
tion, they have different numerical properties due to finite word length effects
when they are implemented by a digital device (say, computer). Such factors
as sensitivity and error propagation strongly affect closed-loop performance
and are responsible for differences between desired ideal closed-loop character
istics and those actually obtained. A problem of great importance is to find
the realization of the controller which achieves the best performance of the
closed-loop system, i.e. gives the best approximation of the ideal closed loop
behaviour.
Results on optimal realizations of filters (or “open-loop systems”) minimizing
some measure of performance degradation due to FWL errors date back to the
late seventies. The first results were on realizations that minimise roundoff
error propagation (Hwang, 1977, Mullis and Roberts, 1976). Realizations mini
mizing some measure of the transfer function sensitivity to coefficient errors
took much longer to emerge (Thiele, 1986).
It was not until the late eighties that the problem of optimal controller realiz
ation minimizing closed loop performance degradation due to numerical errors
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was addressed. Solutions were proposed first for specific control schemes
(LQG, pole placement), and more recently for general two degree of freedom
controllers (Li and Gevers, 1990a, 1990b, 1991, Liu and Skelton, 1990, Liu
et al., 1992, Williamson and Kadiman, 1989). The last three references provide
an optimal FWL LQG design (which includes an optimal realization in the de
sign process). (Liu and Skelton (1990) and Liu et al. (1992) provide an optimal
approach and Williamson and Kadiman (1989) provide a sub-optimal ap
proach).
A survey of these results can be found in Gevers and Li (1993). The methods
essentially differ in the choice of performance measure (either roundoff error
propagation or transfer function sensitivity) and in the norms used to evaluate
this performance degradation. In Gevers and Li (1993) a synthetic measure
of performance degradation of a closed loop system, incorporating both round
off errors and coefficient errors, was minimised with respect to all compensator
realizations. The closed loop sensitivity minimization results in the above refer
ences all pertain to sensitivity measures of the closed loop transfer function
with respect to controller parameter errors. In Li and Gevers (1993), a weighted
sensitivity measure of the closed loop poles with respect to controller parameter
errors is minimised.
The common feature of all these optimal controller realization results is that
the system to be controlled is assumed to be described by a discrete time transfer
function H(z). In most practical applications, a digital controller is used to
control a continuous-time plant, using both a sampler and a hold device.
Any optimization using solely a discrete-time transfer function of the closed
loop neglects the intersample system behaviour and particularly intersample
ripple. The novel contribution presented in this thesis is to pose and solve a
discrete time compensator realization problem for a continuous-discrete
closed-loop system, in which the digital controller acts on the continuous time
plant via a zero order hold device, and in which the tracking error of the contin
uous system is passed through an antialiasing filter and then sampled. With
this continuous-discrete set up, the performance measure involves, of necessity,
a hybrid operator: it is a measure of the sensitivity of the closed loop input-out
put operator to the parameters of the compensator realization.
In this thesis we establish the definitions of sensitivity “functions” (operators)
and L2 sensitivity measure of a closed loop system. Subsequently we study
the finite-wordlength-optimal realization minimizing a measure of the sensitiv
ity of the closed-loop operation with respect to controller coefficient errors.
(No claim is made about FWL roundoff noise effects). The existence and
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uniqueness of an optimal solution are established. A recursive algorithm for
obtaining the optimal solution is given. The fast-sampling and lifting proce
dure, which allows consideration of intersample behaviour of a closed-loop
system, is applied to solve the problem.

1.2

Controller Order Reduction

The great importance and usefulness of controller reduction is now widely re
cognised and a great deal of attention has been paid to the subject over the
past years. The main reason is that the LQG and Hoo design procedures lead
to controllers which have order equal to, or roughly equal to, the order of the
plant ( Anderson and Moore, 1971 for LQG). Often, controllers of lower order
will result in acceptable performance, and will be desired for their greater sim
plicity.

1,2.1

Sampled-Data Controller
Order Reduction

Model reduction by means of balanced realizations and Hankel-norm approxi
mations has been studied by Moore (1981) and Glover (1984). Enns (1984a)
introduced frequency weighting to balanced realizations and applied this ap
proach for maintaining closed-loop stability (Enns, 1994b). Latham and An
derson (1985) have developed a frequency-weighted Hankel-norm technique
for controller reduction. None of this earlier work explicitly treated sampleddata systems.
In this thesis, our objective is to apply a balanced realization controller order
reduction method to sampled-data closed-loop systems to preserve the closedloop behaviour.
A sampled-data control system is a periodically time-varying system. To re
place this system by a time-invariant one capturing intersample behaviour of
the system, one can apply the fast-sampling and lifting procedure.
There exist frequency-dependent weighting functions on the error between the
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original and reduced order controller transfer function matrices with the proper
ty that minimizing the weighted error corresponds approximately to minimizing
an error between the two closed-loop transfer function matrices. We shall apply
a weighted balanced realization technique to reduce the controller.
Unfortunately, reduction based on weighted balanced truncation is limited to
(open-loop) stable controllers. One way to handle the problem in the unstable
case is to additively decompose the full order controller transfer function into
stable and completely unstable parts with the balanced realization technique
applied to the stable part only. The system so obtained is a time-invariant
single-rate discrete-time system, (with sample interval equal to that of the con
troller).

1.2.2

Frequency-Weighted
Balanced Truncation

Controller design methods for physical systems with high order models normal
ly result in a high order controller and, for many reasons, it is desirable to
reduce the controller order, i.e. to find a controller of a lower order, performing
satisfactorily in certain sense. Examples of these performance criteria include
(but are not limited to) preserving of the closed-loop stability robustness and
closed-loop transfer function (Anderson and Liu, 1989). All the controller
reduction problems aimed at achieving these goals can be stated as problems
of frequency weighted transfer function order reduction with the frequency
weighting implying that it is important for the reduced order controller to ap
proximate the original full order controller better at some frequencies, than at
others.
Enns (1984a) has presented a scheme for reducing a stable high order model
with frequency weighting, based on a modification of balanced truncation
(Moore, 1981). The method, known as frequency weighted balanced trunca
tion, may use input weighting, output weighting, or both. With only one
weighting present, stability of the reduced order model is guaranteed. With
both weightings present, there is no proof of reduced order model stability,
although no example of instability has been reported so far. To overcome the
potential drawback of instability, Lin and Chiu (1992) proposed a new fre
quency weighted balanced reduction technique. They showed that the reducedorder models obtained by their technique are necessarily stable when both input
and output weightings are included. However, in the process of proving stabili
ty, they made two assumptions: (i) the input and output weighting functions
are strictly proper, (ii) the input weighting realization is in input balanced form
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and output weighting realization is in output balanced form. Although, the
second assumption does not affect the generality of their technique, the first
assumption does. Furthermore, in controller reduction applications (Anderson
and Liu, 1989, Kim et al.t 1994), usually the weighting functions are proper
and not strictly proper.
In the thesis, we show by examples that Enns’ technique may give an unstable
reduced order model or may not give any reduced order model of a particular
order. We then propose a new frequency weighted balanced truncation tech
nique which is guaranteed to yield stable reduced order models even when both
input and output weightings are included. The proposed technique is essentially
a simple generalisation of Lin and Chiu’s technique and can handle weighting
transfer functions which are proper.

1.2.3

Error Bound for Reduction Using
Frequency-Weighted Balanced Truncation

It is highly desirable to be able to predict an error in approximating an original
full order controller by a reduced one, or at least to know an error bound.
If such a prior error bound is known, it allows an intelligent estimation of the
effect of a given degree reduction. For example, given a maximum acceptable
error value, one may be able to determine a minimum order the controller can
be reduced to, or, given a desired order of a reduced controller, one can predict
an error this reduction brings (or at least bound it). This makes trade-off be
tween the order of a reduced controller and the related approximation error
easier to deal with.
Furthermore, knowledge of a prior error formula might allow one to compare
alternative approaches to controller reduction, employing different frequency
weightings aimed at achieving different objectives. For example, it allows one
to optimise a trade-off between a stability margin achieved and the closed-loop
transfer function being preserved, both possible objectives of the order reduc
tion process (Anderson and Liu, 1989).
Lower and, more importantly, upper frequency domain error bounds for the
balanced truncation approximation in the non-weighted case are well known
and have been described in (Enns, 1984 a&b, Glover, 1984). However, no
error bound formula has been available for the balanced truncation frequencyweighted problem.
One of the contributions of this thesis is that an upper error bound for frequency
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weighted balanced controller reduction is obtained. The bound is valid for both
one-sided (input or output) and two-sided weighted balancing approximation
for stable weights which can otherwise be arbitrary.
Furthermore, we also present frequency response error bounds for the proposed
generalised Lin and Chiu’s technique.

1.2.4

Multiplicative Frequency-Weighted
Order Reduction

In this thesis, we consider a class of frequency weighted model reduction prob
lems which finds an r-th order transfer function Vr(s) aimed at minimizing the
following error index:
Ew = HV^tV-VrlWlloo

(1.2.1)

Here V(s) is a given stable transfer function of order greater than r, and W(s)
is a given stable weighting function. With W(s) the identity, balanced stochastic
truncation (BST) (Desai and Pal, 1984, Green, 1988a&b, Green and Anderson,
1990) is one method that can be used to find a Vf(s) which is approximately
minimizing. Our scheme with non-constant W(s) generalizes BST and we term
it therefore weighted BST. We also term
of (1.2.1) the weighted multiplica
tive error.
The balanced stochastic truncation (BST) method which finds a reduced order
transfer function minimizing or approximately minimizing a multiplicative er
ror Ew with W (s)=l was initiated by Desai and Pal (1984) and generalized by
Green (1988a&b) and Green and Anderson (1990). The unweighted error index,
involving so-called multiplicative approximation, is to be contrasted with the
index ||V—Vr|| <». which involves additive approximation. The former tends to
produce an error which is flat in the dB sense (i.e. as a percentage) with frequen
cy, while the latter tends to produce an absolute error with flat magnitude. Often
a multiplicative approximation is preferred to the additive approximation, and
a great many magnitude specifications are given in decibels (Integrated Sys
tems, 1991); ± ldB correspond to a multiplicative error of about 2%. Specifica
tion involving phase shift can also be regarded as multiplicative error state
ments; an error of ± 0.5 radians of phase shift is like a 5% multiplicative error
also. Multiplicative error approximation rather than additive error approxima
tion is also important in reducing high order models of plants, prior to design
of a controller.
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The ’robustness theorem’ of Safonov et al. (Safonov et al., 1988, Safonov and
Chiang, 1989) also provides a compelling case for the importance of multiplica
tive error reduction of a plant model in control system design. Use of an un
weighted criterion causes the multiplicative error to be approximately uniformly
small, including at frequencies well above the closed-loop cut-off frequency,
where larger multiplicative error in the plant model could be tolerated with
no risk to stability. The introducing of frequency weighting to reflect this fact
then allows smaller error to be obtained in the pass-band (which is helpful)
at the expense of large error at the stop-band (which can be tolerable). Actually,
in digital filter design, where the use of a multiplicative error is in general
logical in, say, approximating a high order FIR filter by a low order DR filter,
deep in the stop-band multiplicative error probably also has much reduced rele
vance. Again therefore, there is case for introducing weighting into the multipli
cative criterion.
The problem which finds Vr(s) minimizing the weighted multiplicative error
Ew could also (at least in principle) be solved by the two-sided weighted bal
anced truncation method (Enns, 1984a) in which the input weighting is W(s)
and the output weighting V-1(s). However the calculation of this approximation
is more complicated than that of the weighted balanced stochastic truncation,
because the degrees with which one is working are certainly higher. Further
more this method is not applicable when V(s) is non-minimum phase because
then the output weighting is unstable. Even when V(s) is minimum phase, so
that V-1(s), V(s) and W(s) are all stable, the two-sided weighted balanced
truncation method may yield an unstable Vf(s), in contrast to the Vf(s) weighting
when the scheme of this thesis is used.
One of the contributions of this thesis is to develop an algorithm for the inputweighted balanced stochastic truncation method. This algorithm can be ex
tended to the output-weighted and the two-sided weighted cases.

1.3

Outline of the Thesis

A brief outline of the contents of this thesis is as follows. We begin in Chapter
2 with establishing another approach to sampled-data system frequency re
sponse which takes inter-sample behaviour of the system into account. Unlike
all other approaches based on continuous-time considerations, our approach
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is essentially discrete-time, but, nevertheless, describes sampled-data systems
completely, but with a controllable level of approximation.
We base the sampled-data system frequency response definition on the idea
of fast sampling of continuous-time parts of the system followed by lifting
of the obtained multi-rate system to convert it to a single-rate system. We
present and then study the fast-sampling and lifting approach applied to the
sampled-data system. A number of interesting general theoretical results on
the method are presented. There are also several examples studied and ana
lyzed.
The problem of an optimal finite wordlength state-space realization of a digital
controller is investigated in Chapter 3. We establish the definitions of sensitiv
ity “functions” (operators) and L2 sensitivity measure of a closed loop system.
Subsequently, we study the finite-wordlength-optimal realization minimizing
a measure of the sensitivity of the closed-loop operation with respect to control
ler coefficient errors. (No claim is made about FWL roundoff noise effects).
The existence and uniqueness of an optimal solution are established. A recur
sive algorithm for obtaining the optimal solution is given. Two numerical ex
amples to confirm theoretical results followed by some concluding remarks are
presented.
The problem of controller order reduction aimed at preserving the closed-loop
performance of a sampled-data closed-loop system is investigated in Chapter
4. A time-invariant system results from applying the fast sampling and lifting
procedure to a sampled-data system. In this chapter we obtain the weighting
functions for preserving the closed-loop transfer function and actually reduce
the controller by the weighted balanced truncation method. A practical example
to confirm the approach is presented, followed by some concluding remarks.
In Chapter 5 we derive an upper error bound for transfer function order reduc
tion, when frequency weighted balanced truncation is the order reduction meth
od. The bound is valid for both one-sided (input or output) and two-sided
weighted balancing approximation for stable weights which can otherwise be
arbitrary. After reviewing the algorithm for weighted balanced reduction we
derive the error bound formula itself. An example (showing tightness of the
bound) is given, followed by some concluding remarks.
In Chapter 6, we show by examples that frequency-weighted balanced trunca
tion may give an unstable reduced order model or may not give any reduced
order model of a particular order. We then propose a new frequency weighted
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balanced truncation technique which is guaranteed to yield stable reduced order
models even when both input and output weightings are included. The pro
posed method is essentially a generalisation of Lin and Chiu’s (1992) technique
and can handle weighting transfer functions which are proper rather than strictly
proper. Furthermore, a frequency response error bound for the proposed tech
nique is also derived which is applicable to proper (including strictly proper)
weighting functions. Several examples are presented to compare the E nn’s
technique and the new scheme.
The principal concern of Chapter 7 is developing of an algorithm for the inputweighted balanced stochastic truncation method. After reviewing the algorithm
for non-weighted balanced stochastic truncation we present the algorithm for
transfer function order reduction, which generalizes the balanced stochastic
truncation algorithm to allow for input weighting. This algorithm can be ex
tended to the output-weighted and the two-sided weighted cases. An example
illustrates use of the algorithm to secure smaller dB error in selected frequency
bands through the introduction of the weighting.
To end the thesis, some concluding remarks and possible further research direc
tions are given in Chapter 8.
Most of the proofs are given in the appendices.
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Chapter 2

Frequency Response of
Sampled-Data Systems

2.1

Introduction

A new approach to establish a frequency-domain paradigm for sampled-data
control systems is presented in this Chapter. The key idea is to associate a
sampled-data system with a discrete system which is obtained from the original
sampled-data system by very fast sampling followed by lifting to convert the
sampled multi-rate system to a single-rate one. The approach is related to
current approaches of Yamamoto and of Araki, Hagiwara and Ito.
A theory of sampled-data system frequency response based on such an ap
proach will ideally allow for analysis and design of sampled-data controllers
using standard concepts, theory and software.
We base the sampled-data system frequency response definition on the idea
of fast sampling of continuous-time parts of the system followed by lifting
of the obtained multi-rate system to convert it to a single-rate system. If fast
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sampling is infinitely fast, the system would be described completely and our
approach becomes that of Yamamoto (Yamamoto, 1993, Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1993). But to obtain a good approximation, we do not have to sample
continuous-time entries of the system very fast; in Anderson and Keller (1994)
it is argued that 5 times faster than the sampling frequency is usually enough.

2.2

The Operations of Fast Sampling and Lifting

To make the definition of the sampled-data system frequency response we use
a two-step procedure. Our aim now is to introduce the procedure, which in
volves fast sampling and lifting operations on a sampled-data system. The
effect is to replace the periodically time-varying system (with continuous-time
input and output) by a time-invariant discrete-time system.
The end-result is a discrete-time approximation of the system. The fast sam
pling interval x/N is chosen to be a submultiple N of the system sampling time
t, and the fast-sampled system is a multi-rate N-periodic discrete-time system.
Lifting involves passing from an N-periodic linear p x m discrete-time sampled
system, to an equivalent pN x mN discrete-time linear time-invariant system;
the equivalence is an isomorphism of the unlifted and lifted systems in the sense
that a number of essential algebraic and analytic properties of the systems are
preserved. In particular, the lifted system is stable if and only if the N-periodic
system is stable, and in this case certain operator norms (including those
associated with regarding the system as an operator mapping square-summable
inputs to square-summable outputs) are equal.
Normally, for computational purposes x/N is chosen to be smaller than the fast
est significant time constant of the sampled-data system, e.g. the inverse of
20 X closed-loop bandwidth.

General system description
Let us consider a sampled-data control system shown in Fig. 2.1, where G(s)
is a continuous-time plant and K(z) is a discrete-time controller. The controller
input is sampled with the sampling time x and its discrete-time output is con
verted to a continuous-time signal by using a zero-order hold H(s).
16
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G(s)! __________ U 2
Ui
sam p ler

1---- " —

h o ld

K(z) —- H(s) — 1

Figure 2.1. Sampled-data control system
The plant G(s) maps m i- and m2-element input vector-functions of time Ui( )
and U2 Q into p i- and p2 ~element output vector-functions of time Yi( ) and
Y2 C). In some works a filter with stable, no direct feedthrough transfer function
is used on Yi to supress the aliasing effect of the sampler. Here we assume
an anti-aliasing filter is absorbed into the plant.

Introduction of fast sampling of a continuous-time sub-system

Consider the m(=mi+ni2 )-input, p(=pi+p2)-output continuous-time sub-sys
tem G of the sampled-data system. Given state-space realizations of the sub
system as
G(s)=C(sI-A)~1B+D,

(2 .2. 1)

where
B = [Bi

B2],

C = [Cit

C2t ]t and D = P
° 1
Ld 2i
d 22J
(the zeros in D are due to a no direct feedthrough anti-aliasing filter being
absorbed into G). The state-space realization of the x/N-sampled version of
G is
8(zN)=C(zNl-a)_1b+D,

(2.2.2)

a = exp (A t/N),

(2.2.3)

b=fexp(A t)dt B

(2-2.4)

where

o
The independent variable
associated time sequence.

zn

is used to emphasize the x/N spacing of the
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Equivalently, g (the x/N-sampled version of G) is obtained as shown in Fig.
2.2 by introducing a zero-order hold at length x/N and sampler at rate x/N.

Discrete
signal
(spacing x/N)

Hold x/N

G(s)

y

^ Discrete
t/N
signal
Sampler
(spacing x/N)

Figure 2.2. Fast-sampling of G
In rough terms, the fast-sampled sub-system g resembles the continuous-time
sub-system G not only at the x-distant sampling instants, but also at N - l (x/N)equidistant points between every pair of subsequent x-distant sampling mo
ments. Hence, the fast-sampled sub-system has the potential to capture the
inter-sam ple behaviour of the original sub-system. (Since G is a sub-system
of a sampled-data system, we can apply the term inter-sample behaviour to
G meaning synchronization with the x-rate sampler).
The fast-sampled system g has a sampling rate N times faster than that of the
original sampled-data system. To convert the fast-sampled system to the sam
pling rate of the sampled-data system (to “slow” rate), lifting needs to be ap
plied.

Lifting of fast-sam pled continuous-time sub-system
The lifting procedure is in fact simply a re-organization of the input and output
values of the system, such that N subsequent input/output values are re-orga
nized into an input/output vector.1 This way the input/output vectors arrive/ex
cite N times less frequently (every x, not x/N seconds), but no input/output value
is lost. Clearly, this procedure increases the input/output dimensions N times,
but the order of the system remains the same.
More precisely, if the input signals to g(zn) are
" U ![0 f
u 2 [0]
1.

’ Ui[x/N]"
U2[x/N] f • • •

~Ui[kx/N]~
U2[kx/N]

We will introduce formally the stacking (and unstacking) operators later in sub-section

2.3.1
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the input signals to the lifted version are
"

“

UrfO]

üi[0]l

Ui[x]

U lM

Ui[x+(N-l)x/N]
U2[x]

U![(N-1)X/N]
u 2[0]

u 2[0]

0 2[t]

- U2[x+(N- 1)x/N].

■U2[(N-1)x/N] -

Ui[qx]

Ui[qt]
Ui[qx+(N-l)x/N]
U2[qx]

U2[qx]

yU2[qx+(N-l)x/N]

J

Similarly, if the output signals from g(zN) are
'Y ito f
Y2[0]

9

"Yi[x/N]"
Y2[x/N]

~ Yi[kx/N]"
Y2[kx/N]

t • • •

1
_____________

•-<

O

.

1—*

r - —1

a

the output signals of the lifted version (j(z) are

r Y itifi

Y itofl

Y2[0]

"

Yi[(N-l)x/N]
Y2[0]

Y2[x]

Y![X]

Y i [x+(N-1)x/N]
Y2[x]

- Y2[x+(N-1)x/N]-

. Y2[(N-1)x/N] -
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Yi[qx]

Yi[qx]
Y2[qx]

Y i [qx+(N-1)x/N]
Y2[qx]

- Y2[qx+(N-l)x/N] -

Fig. 2.3 depicts the relations between g(ztf) and C)(z), the lifted version.

undo lifting
undo lifting
u 2(0), u 2(x ),. . .

U2(0), u 2(t/ n ) i . . .

Y2(0), Y2(t/N), . . .

Y2(0), Y2(t), .

Figure 2.3. Lifting of g
The state-space realization of the mN-input, pN-output discrete-time lifted
sub-system Q can be written in the form
g(z)=e(zK A )-> ®

®

(2.2.5)

where

~A= aN,

(2.2.6)

®=[aN- ‘b . . .
C=[CT

ab b],

aT CT. . .

(2.2.7)

(aT ) N“‘ CT]T,
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3)= /

D
Cb

0
D

0
0

(2.2.9)

0
' CaN~2b

CaN_3b

D

The variable z is used for Cj(z) since the associated time sequences have spacing
x.
The realization (JL, 3Ö, C, 3)) of Q(z) is minimal if and only if (a, b, C, D)
is a minimal realization of g(zN). In turn, the realization (a, b, C, D) is minimal
for almost all x if and only if (A, B, C, D) is minimal, (e.g. Äström and Wittenmark, 1990).

Connection o f a discrete-time controller with a sampler and hold to lifted sys
tem
We have described how fast sampling and lifting can be applied to G(s). Now
we indicate how K(z) can be compatibly lifted. In particular, we shall argue
that K(z) should be replaced by a time-invariant discrete-time 9G(z), with un
derlying sampling time x, and with different input and output dimensions to
K(z), so that the interconnection of Fig. 2.1 is replaced by the interconnection
of Fig. 2.4, with %(z) simply obtainable in a way we now describe.
A

A

Y2'

U2

A

g(z)

A

Ui

Yi
%(z)

Figure 2.4. Fast-sampled and lifted control system
In Fig. 2.1, the input signal for K(z) is obtained by sampling the output Y i
of G(s) every x seconds. Such samples are contained in the output of Cj(z).
More precisely, the output vector at time qx of §(z) is

Yitqt]
Yi[(qN+l)x/N]

Y i [(qN+N- l)x/N]
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and the sampled output Yi of G(s) is obtained by multiplying this vector by

Oml 0ml 0rai . . . 0mi) 6: RmlxmlN»

(2.2.10a)

Also, the output of K(z) is a constant over intervals of length x. So the feedback
input vector to Q(z) at time qx, corresponding to inputs to g(ztf) at times qx,
(qN + l)x/N ,. . . , (qN+N-l)x/N, must contain equal entries; thus the input vector
is given by

[hi~\
ipi
X output of K(z) at time qx

(2.2.10b)

LipiJ

All this means that the feedback input to Q(z) and the output of Q(z) used for
generating the feedback signal are related by
Uitqx]
U i[(qN+l)x/N]

rjp O
ip i

=

#

_ U i [(qN +N -1)x/N] .

#

K (z ) [Im l 0 mi 0 m i . . . 0 ml]

Yi[qx]
Yi[(qN+l)x/N]
•

_ Y i[(qN+N-l)x/N] _

-!p l.

( 2 .2 . 11)

M

hi
i.e. 9G(z) =

K (z) [Iml 0m l 0 ml • • • 0 mi].

( 2 .2 . 12)

LlplJ

Observe that if G(s) and K(z) are finite dimensional then Q(z) and 9G(z) are
finite dimensional too and therefore, so is the system of Fig. 2.4. Also, note
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that if K(z) stabilizes the sampled-data system of Fig. 2.1, then the system of
Fig. 2.4 is closed-loop stable.

Summary o f procedure fo r fa st sampling and lifting o f sampled-data system

Step 1: Compute fast-sampled version g(zN) of continuous-time G(s) accord
ing to (2.2.1-4).
Step 2: Compute discrete x-spaced lifted version (j(z) of discrete x/N-spaced
g(zN) according to (2.2.5-9).
Step 3: Compute a lifted signal sampler and a hold with lifted output and
absorb them with discrete x-spaced controller K(z) into a discrete x-spaced
%(z) as in (2.2.12).
Step 4: Replace G(s) by Cj(z) and K(z) together with the sampler and hold
by 9G(z). The obtained discrete x-spaced in time control system is illustrated
in Fig. 2.4.
As the result of the substituting subsystems 96(z) and Q(z), the original periodi
cally time-varying sampled-data system has been replaced (approximately) by
a time-invariant system.

An input-output view o f fast-sam pling and lifting

Above, we have described the construction of a fast-sampled and lifted system
in terms of applying these operations to subsystems of a closed-loop system,
and using state-variable descriptions of the subsystems. We can also capture
aspects of the procedure by considering fast-sampling and lifting applied to
an arbitrary continuous-time, strictly proper, periodic system, see Fig. 2.5, with
an impulse response description. The system, denoted by T, may be a sampleddata system, but this is not critical.
Continuous
U2(t), t> 0

Continuous
Y2(t), t> 0

Figure 2.5. Strictly proper, periodic system
Fast sampling of the system results in the system depicted in Fig. 2.6.
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Discrete

^Discrete

Hold x/N
X/N
Sampler

U2(kx/N), k=0,l,2,.

Y2(kr/N), k=0,l,2,...

Figure 2.6. Fast-sampled system
Lifting of the obtained fast-sampled system which is simply re-arranging of
the input and output sequences into vectors (or parallel instead of serial proces
sing of inputs) delivers a system shown in Fig. 2.7, where i is the integer part
of k/N.
x/N Sampler
Parallel to Serial

Hold x/N

Serial to Parallel

Figure 2.7. Lifted system
It is not hard to check that the scheme of Fig. 2.6 is periodically time-varying,
with period x, i.e. N times the underlying sampling interval. This means that
the scheme of Fig. 2.7 has time-invariant input/output behaviour. Thus, the
original periodically time-varying sampled-data system of Fig. 2.5 has been
replaced by a time-invariant system of Fig. 2.8.
^[N]
time-invariant
discrete
multivariable

U2(ix)

Y2(ix)

Figure 2.8. Fast-sampled and lifted system
If the impulse response associated with T is denoted by Tc(t,s), then the impulse
response of the fast-sampled system can be denoted by Td(k,l) where
(l+ l)t/N

Td(k,l) =

I

h/N

Tc0n/N,s)ds

k>l

[Td(k,l) is zero for k< l].
The impulse response associated with T[n] is then
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Td(kN,lN)

Td(kN,lN+l)

. . .

Td(kN,lN+N -l)

% [N]OU) =

Td(kN +N -l,lN ) Td(k N + N -l,lN + l). . . Td(k N + N -l,lN + N -l)
( 2 .2 . 13)

(which is zero for k<l).
B ec a u se T is p erio d ic w ith period x, Tc(t+ x ,s+ x )= T c(t,s) and
Td(k+N,l+N)=Td(k,l). It follows that T[N](k,l) = ^T[N](k-l), displaying the
time-invariance.
The discussion in this section is totally consistent with the earlier discussion
where we worked with subsystems. The earlier discussion yields a state-vari
able description of T i n contrast to the input-output discussion here.

2.3

Frequency Response of Fast-Sampled
and Lifted Systems

In this section we study the fast-sampled/lifted system and establish its behaviourial similarity to the sampled-data system. We shall also show how the
fast-sampled and lifted system operator can be used to (approximately) calcu
late the output of a sampled-data system to a given input.

2.3.1

Definitions and Background

We shall need the following definitions:
J*2 : vector space of piecewise continuous functions from the time set [0,oo)
to R a that are bounded on compact subsets of [0,oo) and continuous from the
right at every point.
: Lap n 3«
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Hold of length r/N
Ht/n : lap(Z+) —►Lap[0,oo). The p-summable sequence of a-vectors
{v(0), v(x/N), v(2x/N), ...} is mapped into the p-th power integrable w( ) with
w(t)=v(kx/N) kx/N <t<(k+l)x/N . Note that a is an arbitrary positive integer.

Sampler of interval r/N
S t/n • * a oo —* laoo(Z+)- The bounded time function w (), continuous from the
right, is mapped into the sequence {w(0), w(x/N), w(2x/N), . . .} where, if
w(kx/N) is discontinuous, the value lim w(t) is assumed.
t|kr/N

Stacking operator
St[N] : lap(Z+) —f laNp(Z+). This operator lifts discrete-time a-vectors by
stacking their values into aN vectors. Thus
St[N]{v(0), v(x/N), v(2x/N), . . } = {v(0), v(x), v(2x), . . . }
where v(kx) = [vT(kx) vT(kx+x/N) . . . vT(kx+(N-l)x/N)]T.

Unstacking operator
Us[N] : laNp(Z+) —►lap(Z+). This operator is the inverse of the stacking opera
tor.
In the above definitions, there is an underlying time-scale associated with se
quences la p(Z+) and lctNp(Z+) etc. that has to be determined from the context.
It is evident that St/n H t/n : lap(Z+) —►lap(Z+) is the identity. However,
H t/n S-c/n is not in general the identity operator, and indeed, S^/n may not
map Lap[0,oo) to lap(Z+) for p<oo, see Chen and Francis (1989). Because
our interest is particularly in square integrable/summable functions, we shall
use the following important lemmata, which allow us to bypass this problem:

Lemma 2.1.

Let T be an operator describing a causal linear system with im 
pulse response T(t,s), where T(y) is continuous in t> s , and
IIT(t,s)ll < a exp[-ß(t-s)] for some a>0, ß>0 and all t> s . Then
(i)

T is a bounded map on Lp(-oo,oo), l< p < o o

(ii)

T maps Lp(-oo,oo) to C(-oo,oo), Kp<Ccx)

(iii)

With Lpav(-oo,oo) denoting functions which are Lp on intervals of fixed

length x, and with norm sup [T£ ll llpdt]1/p, T is a bounded map on Lpav,
l< p < o o

and maps Lpav to C(-oo,oo).
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Proof. See Appendix A.

In the above Lemma, there is an equicontinuity with respect to u( ) of fixed
norm [Lp or Lpav] but not uniform continuity (with respect to time). We can
achieve this for periodic T.

Corollary 2.1.

Adopt the hypothesis o f Lemma 2.1 and assume further that

T(t,s) = T(t+x, s+x) for some x.

Suppose that y(t) = / T(t,s) u(s) ds
-oo

for

u( )E L p (-oo,oo). Then given £>0, there exists 5(e) such that
lly(t+6) - y(t)ll < e llullp

V

6 < 5, V t.

Further, the same equicontinuity result holds if uE L p(-oo,oo) is replaced by
u E Lpay(—oo,oo ).

Proof. See Appendix B.

Lemma 2 2 .

Let T be as in Lemma 2.1. Let Hh, Sh denote the hold o f length
h and sample o f length h.
Then
(i)

Hh Sh T is a bounded operator on Lp(-oo,oo),

(ii)

Hh Sh T is a bounded operator on Lpav(-oo,oo),

l< p < o o
l< p < o o .

Proof. See Appendix C.

The last result we need is the follows:

Lemma 2.3.

With the same hypothesis as Lemma 2.2,
lim IIHh Sh T - Til = 0
h—
*0

in the Lp(-oo,oo) induced norm and Lpav(-oo,oo) induced norm for
1 < p < oo.
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Proof. See Appendix D.

2.3.2

Sampled-Data and Fast-Sampled/Lifted
Systems Norm Equivalence

In this sub-section we indicate convergence of the norm of the fast-sampled
and lifted system to the norm of the sampled-data system. We also relate norms
for time-invariant systems for fixed frequency.
It is intuitively clear that the performance of the fast-sampled/lifted system
will in some way mimic that of the original sampled-data system. The follow
ing theorem is a partial extension of the results of Anderson and Keller, 1994.
(An outline of the proof can be found in Appendix E).

Theorem 2.1. Let T be the operator describing the sampled-data system of
Fig. 2.1 with the plant satisfying Condition E (from Appendix E) and with the
closed-loop system stable, so that T maps L2m2[0,oo) to L ^tO .oo). Let T [n ]
be the operator describing the system of Fig. 2.4 obtained by fast-sampling
with interval x/N and lifting of the sampled-data system and mapping from
l2 m2N(Z+) to l2 P2N(Z+). Then for all p E [l,oo] the limit of the induced norm
of T[ n ] converges to the induced norm of T when the over-sampling coefficient
N —►oo:
lim IIT'tNlllp = l|T||p

The next theorem establishes a close connection in behaviour of sampled-data
and fast-sampled/lifted systems at a particular frequency. It shows that our
approach is reasonable and sensible, for when it is applied to a continuous-time
system it gives a meaningful result. Also, the theorem is of great importance
for applications.

Theorem 22. Let G(s) be a SISO continuous-time system given in (2.2.1)
and (j[N](z) be its fast-sampled (with the sampling time x/N) and N-lifted ver
sion given by (2.2.5). Then
lim X1/2{<3[N]*(ei“'')
N—KDO

9 [ N ] ( e j0J,) (

=

max

lc=0,l,2,...

IG<j(o>+2Jik/T))l.

Proof. Let g(zN) given by (2.2.2) denote the fast-sampled (with the sampling
time x/N) version of a continuous-time system G.
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T h en w e c la im first that 9[N]*(®^cot) Q[N](e^WT) has N e ig e n v a lu e s
g(e-j(2 Jik+wt)/N)g(ej(2 Jtk-Kut)/N)
^ correSp0n(üng eigenvectors
^(iJtk+ooiO/N ^2(2nk+a)t)/N
^(N-l)(2Jik*orr)/N)T k= 0, 1,
, N -l.
To prove this statement, let {hp} denote the impulse response associated with
g(zN), so that
„(^cux/N) _ f
°

'

h

e -JP ^ ^ .

p=i ^

The (n,m) entry o f the impulse response o f the lifted system is by (2.2.13)
precisely hpN+n_m, so that the (n,m)-th element o f ^ [N ]^ 0^) can be written
in terms o f hp as

[9 [ N ] ( ^ ) ] n^ = p lh p N +n -m t ’* * .

Multiplying Q[N](^wt) and the eigenvector
(1 gj^rtk+toTj/N &j2 (2Jik+ojft)/N ^ ^ _ ^j(N-i)(2Jik+ojt)/N^T

calculating the

n-th element of the product-vector one can obtain:

2

ei(m- 1X2lIk'HBt)/N

= 2 2

m=i p=l

hnN+n_m ej('PN- n+m)(2Itk+on)/N 6i(n- 1K2J,k+<OT)/N
"

_ g(ej(2Jtk+0Jt)/N^ ^(n-lXM+wrl/N
and that proves that g(eK2Jtk+a)T)/N) is the corresponding eigenvalue.
A similar calculation shows that Q fN ]*^^) has the same eigenvector, with
associated eigenvalue g(e_^2jtk+<m:^ ) . It then easily follows that
h as the sam e e ig e n v e c to r , w ith e ig e n v a lu e
g(e -j(2Jtk-^iyt)/N^^e j(2Jik+C0t)/N^
On the other hand,
g (e -j(2Jik+tvt)/N^g^e j(23tk-K0x)/N^

= D 2 + DC {(ej(2rtk+0JT)/NI-e Ax/N)~1 + (e-j(2Jtk+0Jfl)/NI -e AT/N) - 1} T e ^ t B
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+ C(ei(2jtk+0K)/N i_ eAT/N)_1

eAt/Ndt BC(e~j(2Jlk+ÜJx)/N I- e At/N)-i ^ eAtdt B.

Perform ing simple calculations, one can obtain
lim

((eK^k+ont/N^eAT/Nj-l + (e-j(2Jik+wt)/NI_e At/N) . l |

N—KOO

f

eAidt

0

(j(oH -2jtk/t)I-A )_1 + (-j(co+2jtk/t)I-A ) - l
and
lim

(ej(23tk+a,x)/NI - e Ax/N)_1 ^ eAtdt BC(e-j(2Jlk+ÜJrr)/NI-e At/N)~1 ^ eAtdt

(j (aH -2jtk/t)I-A )- 1B C (-j(a)+ 2jtk/t)I-A )~1.
It follow s that
Um g(e-j(2Jlk+t0T)/N)g(ej(2Jtk+tüT>/N)= IG(j(o)+2jtk/t))l2.
N— t o o

Thus, the lim it o f the m axim um singular value lim X1/2 {Q[n ]*(^ü)T) QpsrK^101) }
N— t o o

can be w ritten as max

IG(j(oo-+-2jrk/r))l and that concludes the proof.

Remark 2.1. W hen D=0, i.e. G(jco) has no direct feedthrough, the maximum
m ax

k=0,l,2,„.

IG(j(ci)+2jik/t))l is achieved for k=0 if the sampling time x is chosen short

enough to avoid the aliasing effect. Thus, for small enough x we can write:
Um

N—KX>

V )

Q[N](ei°” )} = IG(jto)l.

(2.3.1)

We are how ever interested in a more general result, dealing with convergence
o f operators and not ju st their norms. The form o f this general result is m oti
vated by tw o considerations:
(a) we are interested in
T [ n ] as N—*oo; since the
convenient to w ork w ith
w hich for all N have the

exam ining the collection o f operators
dom ain and range depend on N, it is
operators closely related to the T [ nj
same dom ain and range
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(b) a key reason for introducing the T[ n ] is that they purport
to represent in some way the sampled-data system T. More pre
cisely, we would hope that the calculation of the response o f T
to a prescribed continuous input could be somehow effected
(approximately, with the approximation error decreasing to zero
as N—hdo) using T[ n ]- Since T however has a different domain
and range from T [ n ], it is clear that we need to modify T [ n ]
in some way for it to approximate T.
In the remainder o f this section, our goal is to define a modification to *T[n ]
and prove a convergence result of a sequence of operators [all o f which natural
ly have the same domain and range]. Following this, we shall indicate how
the modification o f ^T[n ] allows us to (approximately) calculate the output o f
T in response to a given input.

2.3.3

^[N]f the Modified ^ v ; an{t
their Relation to T

We now return to consider the schemes o f Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.4, described by
the periodically time-varying operator T and time-invariant operator ^T[n ].
An examination o f the way the discrete-time time-invariant operator <T[n ] is
constructed from T shows easily that
(2.3.2)

T[N] = St[N] Sx/N T Ht/N US[N]

A s already commented, the domain and range o f the operators T[ n ] are N -dependent. Let us define the following operator, obtained from [n ] by operator
pre-multiplication and post-multiplication with the multiplying elements de
signed to (as best as possible) cancel the Ht/n U s[n ] post-multiplication o f T
and the St[N] St/n pre-multiplication o f T, and at the same time designed to
yield a common domain and range:

5* [N] F = [Ht/n US[N]] r [N] [St[N] Sx/n ] F

(2.3.3)

Here F is an operator meeting the constraints o f Corollary 2.1 with
a = ß = m 2 . It is immediately evident that with T and thus 3* [n ] stable, ?T[n ]
F maps Lm2p[0,oo) to LP^O.oo),
range are achieved.

l< p < o o .

Thus the common domain and
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Observe using (2.3.2) that
F = Ht/n US[N] St[N] Sx/N T Hx/n
= [Hx/n Sx/n ] T [Hx/n Sx/n ] F.
3T [N]

US[N] St[N] Sx/N F

We now have the following result:
Theorem 2.3.

Let T and *T[n] be as described in Theorem 2.1, and suppose

that T has no direct feedthrough. Let ?T[n] F be constructed from T[n] accord
ing to (2.3.3), where F is an operator satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.1
- Corollary 2.1 with a = ß = m2. Then
lim II (T -^ [N])F||p = 0
for l< p < o o .
Proof.
(T - T [N])F = TF - (Hx/n ^ / n) T (Hx/n Sx/n) F
= [TF - Hx/n S c/n TF] + Ht/n S c/n T [I - Hx/n S c/n] F
Now TF is an operator meeting the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and so the p-norm
(l< P < o o ) of the first summand approaches zero when N—>-00 by Lemma 2.3.
Also, Ht/ n
T is a bounded operator on the range-space of the operator
[I - Hx/n S./N] F acting on Lp[0,oo), l< p < o o , and [I - Hx/n S ^ ] F has norm
approaching zero when N—kdo. Hence the norm of the second summand also
approaches zero as N—►oo. The triangle inequality then yields the result.

2.3.4

Approximate Calculation of System
Response Using ^v;

The key to using the time-invariant operator T[n] to calculate (with some
approximation) the response of T to a given input lies in the result of Theorem
2.3.
A prerequisite is that the input to T must be bandlimited, (so that it can be
regarded as being the output of a strictly causal stable F). Theorem 2.3 then
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says: T can be approximated by ST[N]. In view of (2.3.3), this says that output
of T can be computed (approximately) as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

2.4

Sample the bandlimited ni2-dimensional input of T at rate x/N
Stack the sampled into n^N -vectors, spaced x apart
Use this sequence as an input to the time-invariant system with
description 9"[n] and obtain the corresponding output sequence
Unstack the output sequence
Put the unstacked output sequence through an Ht/n hold, to ob
tain a continuous-time signal

The Fast-Sampled Lifted System
and its Relation to the
System Description of Yamamoto

In this section we recall the frequency response description proposed by Yama
moto (Yamamoto, 1993, Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1993) and establish behaviourial closeness of the system and proposed fast-sampled/lifted system.
As we will now show the operator 9* [n ] is closely related (through input and
output spaces isomorphism) to the frequency response operator 9* Y of Yama
moto (Yamamoto, 1993, Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1993). Notice that 9* [n ]
a

is finite dimensional (in the input/output dimensions sense) while 9" y is infinite
dimensional; thus there is a real advantage in using 9 [n]-

2.4.1

Yamamoto9s Approach

Let us recall briefly the frequency-response description due to Yamamoto. The
approach is based on the idea of regarding input u(t) and output y(t) as the
sequences of functions Uk(0) and yk(0), tE [0,oo), k G Z +, 0E[O,x):
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Uk(0) = u(kr+0)
(2.4.1)

yk(0) = y(kx+0).
One can regard the sequences {u iQ , U2 C), U3 O), . . .} and
{y i(), y2( ). Y3()» • ♦ .} as lifted forms of u () and y().
Fig. 2.9 illustrates the transformation o f input and output functions according
to (2.4.1).

Figure 2.9. Function transformation in the Yamamoto’s approach

Consider now a continuous-time system

x (t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t)
(2.4.2)
y(t)=Cx(t)
Applying (2.4.1) to the system (2.4.2) one can obtain the following time-invari
ant discrete-time system

Xk+l = eAx xk + I eA(x- ;> B uk(s) d?
(2.4.3)
yk(0) = C e A0 xk + | ’c eA<6- 0 B uk(5) dS,

where xk = x(kx).
(Note that the intersample parameter 0 enters as a parameter and not a time
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variable).
The obtained system (2.4.3) has infinite-dimensional input/output spaces, but
in return, is time-invariant. Thus, it can be easily connected with a digital
controller without changing the time set.
Denoting state-space operators of the augmented control system (consisting
o f the lifted system (2.4.3) and a digital controller) as A , 35, G and 3), Yamamo
to associates with the original sampled-data system (consisting of the continu
ous-tim e system (2.4.2) and the controller connected to the system via a sam
pler and hold) the frequency response

TV(z) = C (zl-^ l)-1

+ 3)

(2.4.4)

which relates z-transforms of the lifted input and output as follows:

y(z) = T*y ( z) ü(z)

(2.4.5)

where u(z) and y(z) are z-transforms o f input u and output y lifted according
to (2.4.1):
u(z) = 2->{uk(0)}y(z) = £ { y k(6)}

In terms o f time-domain operators the inverse z-transform of T y (z), denoted
by T V can be written as
TV = SI T Gl,

(2.4.6)

where T is a sampled-data, no direct feedthrough system operator, SI is an
operator which lifts continuous-time signals slicing them into pieces o f length
x, while Gl is an inverse operator which glues pieces of lifted continuous-time
signal up. Clearly,
T = Gl TV SI.

2.4.2

(2.4.7)

Fast-Sampled/Lifted System and
Yamamoto9s System Relations

In the approach presented in this thesis we replace the sampled-data system
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by a system with fast sampled and lifted input, output and state. Fig. 2.10
illustrates the transformation of input, output and state functions when substitut
ing the system associated with the operator &[nj with N points for each vector
element.

Figure 2.10. Function transformation in the approach of this thesis

Fig. 2.11 illustrates the transformations by operators T, Gl, SI and Ty.

SI
l2L2l°,x)

_______ ^

L 2[0, oo)

Gl
T

SI
, L 2[0, t)

h

L 2[0, oo)

Gl

Figure 2.11. Operators T, Ty, Gl and SI

Note that the operators SI and Gl are isomorphisms and T and ‘T y map iso
morphic spaces.
Zhang and Zhang (1994) studied properties of generalized lifted systems and
showed that ||9 y F |b = ||T F |b where F is strictly causal and stable. Thus,
it follows from Theorem 2.3 that the norm of ST[N] F is a good approximation
of the norm of T y F for large N and any strictly causal and stable F. Namely,
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the following is true:

Theorem 2.4. Let ^T[n ] be the operator of the fast-sampled and lifted sampleddata system and let 9T[n] F be constructed from ST[nj according to (2.3.3), where
F is an operator satisfying the conditions of Corollary 2.1, and TV be the inverse
A

z-transform of the operator STy of the system obtained according to the Yama
m oto’s procedure. Then

lim ||5*[N] F |b = IlSTyFlh

We are however interested in comparing the behaviour at a particular frequency
of the frequency responses of the lifted system (Yamamoto) and the fast
sampled and lifted system. To do this, we need the following variant on Lemma
2.3.

Lemma 2.4.

Let Ht/n , S^/n be as earlier defined and let T be the operator
describing a linear, periodically time-varying system with impulse response
Tc(t,s), continuous in t > s , with Tc(t+x,s+t)=Tc(t,s) for all t > s , and
IITc(t,s)ll< aexp[-ß(t-s)] for some a , ß > 0. (Here, INI denotes the Euclidean
norm). Consider periodic inputs to T with lifted description

uy = [ . . . , u, u ei0*, u e2^ ,
with u(0)

. . .

]

defined for 0=[O,x), u(0) E L2[0,x); let

yY

y. y ©*", y

.. •]

denote the corresponding lifted output. Then with llull=l,
Urn IIHt/n S-c/n y - yll2 = 0
N —►oo

with convergence uniform in u( ) in the sense that given e>0, there exists No( e)
such that for all N > N o
HHt/N Sx/n y - ylb < e
independent of u( ).
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Proof. For a unity norm u (), we have
Hm IIHt/n Sx/n y - yll2
N—K»

<

lim

max IIHx/n St/n y - ylh

N-+-00 Hull = 1

= lim

IIHx/n Sx/n

T - TII2.

The last limit converges, according to Lemma 2.3, to zero. Thus, so does the
limit
lim

IIHt/n Sx/ n y - y^2 and this convergence is uniform in u( ).

Q

N —foo

With this lemma in hand, we can now state the main result.

Theorem 2.5.

Let T be the operator describing a periodic system with period
x. Suppose that T has no direct feedthrough term, i.e. T has a representation
by an impulse response Tc(t,s) which is continuous in t> s ; suppose further
that IITc(t,s)ll< a ex p [-ß (t-s)] for some a , ß > 0 and all t > s .

Let T Y(&m )

denote the frequency response operator associated with the lifted version o f
the system defined via the Yamamoto approach, and let T

denote the

frequency response o f the fast-sampled and lifted version o f T (with fast-sam 
pling interval x/N). Then for (jo€ER+,

lim

ll ^ [N](eia,t)ll = ll^ Y(ej(0T)H.

Proof.

Let co be arbitrary but fixed. Let u(0), 0E[O,x), uEL2[0,x) define
an input to a Yamamoto-lifted description o f T by
uY = [ . . . , u, u ei®1, u e2*“", . . . ]
and let the corresponding output be
yy

y, y ei“* y e2^ , . . . ].

The norm IITY(^tat)H at frequency to is defined as

ll§'Y(eia")ll = sup

llylh/llulh

u(0)GL2[O.t)
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Let e be a small positive number. There exists a possibly complex ui EL2[0,x)
of unit norm such that
llyilh/lluilh > llT Y(ejtüX)ll - e/3.
O f course, yi(0), 0E[O,x) is the zeroth component of the output sequence
associated with ui(0), 0E[O,x).
Choose N o( e ) as follows. For all N > N o an approximation U2 ^ ( ) to ui( )
depending on N, with U2^ ( ) constant on intervals of length x/N and U2^ ( )
of unit L2[0,x) norm, ensures
Hy2[N]ll2/llu2[N]ll2 > HT'Y(ej(0t)H - 2e/3.
Next, let yd^ denote the N-vector of equi-spaced values of y2^ samples
being spaced by x/N, and let y2^ denote the associated piecewise constant
signal. By replacing No by a larger value if necessary that is nevertheless inde
pendent of ui( ), we conclude from Lemma 2.4 (identifying y and y2 ^ , and
Ht/n Sx/n y and
that
Ily jIN ] _ y 2 [N ]||2 < £ / 3 .
Then for all N > N q( e)

IlyztN lll^luztN lllj > 113" Y(eiün:)ll -

e.

Let u d ^ be the N -vector of the N constant values assumed by U2 ^ ( ) over
the sub-interval of [0,x) of length x/N. Consider the fast sampled, lifted system
excited by the sequence
ufs = [ . . . , ud™ , udM ei™, UdtNl e2^ , . . . ]

(2.4.8)

Then the response is precisely
yfs = [ . . • , yd[N], yd[N1 ei°", yd™ e2^ , . . . ]
Clearly also,

Ilyd^H/iiudMlI = Ilyj^Mlu^lb
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(The norms on the left are ordinary Euclidean norms)
Hence for all N > N 0(e),
ll^ [N ](e J a'I)ll

llyd[N]ll/llud[N1ll >

l l t ' Y(e i" T)ll -

E

and so
Urn

inf HT[N](eia)T)ll >

llTY(ejüK)H.

(2.4.10)

N —HDO

We now aim to prove the reverse inequality. For any N, we can choose a unit
norm u ^ ^ so that the input sequence (2.4.8) to the fast-sampled lifted system
results in the output sequence (2.4.9) such that
llydtNl||/llud[Nl|l = ll3'[N](ei“T)ll.
Let U2^(0), ee[0,T) be a time function defined over [0,x) which is piecewise
constant over intervals of length x/N, with the constant values the entries of
ud™. L et^ 2 ^ (0 ), 0 €E[0,x) be the corresponding time function associated with
yd^ . Further, let y2^(0), 0 £ [0,x) define the output sequence of the Yamamo
to-lifted system with input sequence and output sequence
uy[n]

= [ . . . , U 2 ^ , U2[N1 ei0*, U2[n^ e ^ “1, . . . ]

yY[N1 = [ . . . , y2[N]. y 2 ^ e*0*, y2[N] e2- ^ , . . . ]
By Lemma 2.4 (noting the normalization of Ihi2 ^ l l arising from llud^ ll= l,
it follows that given e>0, there exists No(e), independent of ud^ , such that
for aU N>No(e),
||y2[N] - y jlN ]^ < e ,,u2[N1„.

Then for all N>No(e)
H^Y(ejtüT)ll > 1^2^11/1^2^11 >

Hy2 CN1H/llu2 [N1ll - e

= llyd^ll/llud^ll - e = ll^ [N](ejtar)ll - e.
Hence
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l l ^ Y(ej0)T)ll >
“

Um

(2.4.11)

SUp II T [N ](c j(0t)ll

N-+00

□

From (2.4.10) and (2.4.11) the desired equality follows.

Remark 2 2 . The problem considered in the theorem is nontrivial because while
the norm is attained as the maximal singular value, the singular vectors
(Schmidt pairs) are N-dependent, and one needs some sort of uniformity to
prove the result.

Remark 2.3. The condition of no direct feedthrough term is essential and can
not be lifted. The desired uniformity of convergence cannot be guaranteed
when there is a direct feedthrough term. The difference between the two situa
tions is that in the case of systems without feedthrough terms, by the integration
effect, the output is uniformly equicontinuous for Hülfe < 1, and hence the dis
tance between y and its sample-holded approximation is estimated uniformly
for Ilull2 < 1.

2.5

Araki-Hagiwara-Ito Approach

Let us briefly review the Araki-Hagiwara-Ito approach. Let us define the sig
nal set 96<j> as the set of all signals having finite power and consisting of sinusoi
dal components with equally spaced frequencies (j)m = cj)+2jtm/t. Assuming
(without loss of generality)
the signal set 96<j> becomes as follows:

96d,={x(t) I x(t)= !
Y

n=-oo

x„ ei«*2*”/1»

f

n=-oo

||xn|p<oo}.

(2.5.1)

The importance of the signal set 96^ lies in that a sampled-data system maps,
in the steady state, a signal in 96^ to a signal in the same se t From this fact,
A

an operator &(j(j)) can be associated with the sampled-data system with the
input signals restricted to within the signal set 96q,. According to Araki et al.
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the operator is called the frequency response operator of the sampled-data sys
tem and its norm is called the frequency response.
A

To investigate the structure of the operator Cl let us consider an input x(t) from
the signal set 96^ and corresponding output y(t) which also belongs to 96^ and
is given by

y(t)= 2 yn ejCMim/i)1
n=-oo

Then the operator matrix can be written in the form

• • • Q-i.-i • • • Q-i.o • • • Q -u • • •

0 ( 4))

• • • Qo-i • • • Qo,o • • • Qo,i • • •

• • • Q i-i • • • Qi,o • • • Qi

A

where Qm^ is called the component-block of O (<j)).

/—
N

XI

Denoting by x and y the bi-directional series
II

..) T
y = (• • • y-2T. y-iT. yoT. yiT. y2T. • • •)T
. X _2T,

x

_ 1t , X 0 T . X ! T ,

x

2t , .

the following holds:

(2.5.2)

y = a(4>) x.
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Frequency response approximation is achieved by truncating the infinite-diA

mensional matrix &(<j>) and considering a finite-dimensional matrix
A

^PN+llM*) instead> consisting just of the central (2N+l)x(2N+l) componentblocks of d(cj)).
Thus, the output signal approximation can be written as

y[2N +i](t) =

JN

yn e

^ 2310™ =

m
|NJN

Q„,m ^

2"a W x m .

The coefficients xm are the input x(t) Fourier series coefficients:
Xtp = 1/t

f

-x/2

x(t)

dt

and the output approximation according to the Araki-Hagiwara-Ito approach
is:
y [2 N + ll(0 = l / t nI N

J _ N Qnjn

_ f

x(0)

As has been shown in Yamamoto and Araki (1994), the limit of the norms of
A

the operators &[2N+i](<f>) converges to the norm of the Yamamoto operator de
scribed in Section 2.4 when N—k >o. That means that, according to Theorem
2.4, the limits of the norms of the Araki-Hagiwara-Ito and fast-sampled/lifted
systems are equivalent Although the norms of both systems converge to the
same function when N—k >o, they are fundamentally different for finite values
of N. In one of the approaches N is the number of different frequency sinusoids
considered, while in the other approach N is the number of sample times over
each nominal sampling period.
In the next section we will compare convergence rates and quality of approxi
mation for fixed N for both approaches on examples.
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2.6

Examples Study
2.6.1

Simple System Study

Let us consider a simple open-loop system shown on Fig. 2.12,

Figure 2.12. Simple sampled-data system
where H(s) is a zero-order hold, G(s) and K(z) are stable and F(s) is strictly
proper. We are going to compare effectiveness of the approach given in Araki
and Ito (1992, 1993, 1994), Araki et al. (1993, 1994), Hagiwara et al. (1993),
Ito et al. (1993) and the fast-sampling/lifüng approach described in this thesis.

2.6.1.1

Frequency Response Computation Using the
Fast-Sampling and Lifting Approach

We can associate F(s) with its fast-sampled (x/N) and lifted N x N version
9 tn ]( z ).

Let us define the repeater:
Ei=(l 1 l . . . l ) T

G

RNx i

(2.6.1a)

and decimator
E2=(l 0 0 . . . 0) G

Ri xn.

(2.6.1b)

Let ^T[n] be the operator describing the fast-sampled with interval x/N and lifted
version of the system shown in Fig. 2.12. Then, denoting by
form Z fg'pfl),
0-[n1(z)=E1K(z) E2 % ] ( z).

[n] the z-trans-

(2.6.2)

Bearing in mind the definition of singular values and the fact that the nonzero
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eigenvalues of the product of two matrices are invariant under change of the
order of their multiplication, we can write for the limit of maximum singular
values of the frequency response matrices 3"[n ]( z ) when N-*oo:

Hm HST[N](z)|| = lim

N —KOO

= Urn

N-+OO

N—«50

X1/2{^T[n ]*(z) 3*[n ](z)}

X1/2{ W ( Z) E2 T K*(z) E,T E i K(z) E2 ^ ( z ) }

={K*(z) K(z)

}m

Urn

( [5F[N](z) W M h . l

N—»-oo

}«*.
(2.6.3)

Let us assume F(s) is a stable strictly proper one-state continuous-time element
given in its state-space form:
F(s) = c(s-a)-1b.
Then, using (2.2.1-9) it is easy to obtain:
{ [S[N](Z)

*wVßl.l

}1/2

= lbc/al lexp(ax/N) - II v / exp(2ax) - 1 / v / (exp(2ai/N) - 1)
-r*

^ /(z -e x p (a x ) )

(1 /z

-

ex p (a x ))
(2.6.4)

Calculating the limit of the N-dependent part of (2.6.3) we have:
lim

N—K30

y / N

(1 - exp(ax/N)) / \ / l - exp(2ax/N) =

y /

lal x / 2 .

(2.6.5)

Now, we can re-write the frequency response magnitude of the system (2.6.3)
as
lim 113"[N](z)|| = {K*(z) K(z) }1/2 Ibcl

N—HDO

-r-

y /

y /

x

y /

2 lal (z - exp(ax)) (1/z - exp(ax)) .

1 - exp(2ax)

(2.6.6)

As we can see, the limit of the N-dependent part of (2.6.3) does not depend
on z, and convergence to it occurs at the same rate at all frequencies. Also,
observe (Fig. 2.13) that (2.6.3) converges to its limit (the frequency response
of the system) (2.6.6) very fast
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Figure 2.13. Rate of convergence of (2.6.3) to its limit (2.6.6),
normalised to the unity limit value, with a t = -1.

2.6.1.2

Frequency Response Computation Using the
Araki-Hagiwara-Ito Approach

In Araki and Ito (1992, 1993, 1994), Araki et al. (1993, 1994), Hagiwara et
al. (1993), Ito et al. (1993), the frequency response of the sampled-data system
A

A

is defined as the norm ||CL(j<t>)|| of the frequency response operator &(jcj)),
A

A

which matrix expression Q(j<J>) is, in turn, the limit of the matrices Q^N+ijCj^)
when N goes towards infinity:

&(j<t>) = lim

&[2N+l](j<t>)

(2.6.7)

and
||Cl(j<t>)|| = ö(Cl(j<t>)) = Hm

N—KX>

o(Cl[2N+i](j<t>))>

(2.6.8)

A

where the maximum singular value of ClpN+ilCj^) is easily calculated using
the formula derived in Hagiwara et al. (1993):
ö ( a I2N+1](j<t>)) = { K V * " ) K(eM>I) ( 1/2lbcl>/1 -exp(-j<jrt)

X {2

r=-N

l/(a2+((±H2JtrA)2))1/2{r=-N
2 l/(4>+2jirA)2l l/2A
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2.6.1.3

Comparison o f the Two Frequency Responses

As we can see, the N-dependent and frequency-dependent parts of (2.6.9)
cannot be separated and the limits (2.6.7) and (2.6.8) converge to their limit
values with different rates at different frequencies.
Also, taking the limit of (2.6.9), one can notice that the limits (2.6.8) and (2.6.3)
A

A

converge to the same limit value (2.6.6), i.e. lim II^T[N](exp(jcj)T))|| = ||Q,(j<j>)||.
N—HDO

This verifies (for the simple system shown in Fig. 2.12) the general result given
in Section 2.5, which states that although the two definitions of the sampleddata system frequency response are based on different considerations and ap
proach the problem from different ways, both definitions lead to identical re
sults.
Comparing the A raki-H agiw ara-Ito and Fast-sample and lift approaches, first
_

A

observe that for any fixed frequency 4> both sequences o(Cl[2N+i](j4))) and
_

A

a (T[N](exp(j<jrc))) are monotonically increasing. Then, for the ratio of the
corresponding elements of the sequences we have
_

A

_

A

o(ST [2N+l](exp(j(J)T)))/o(Cl[2N+l](j(t)))

=xla|-1[(6i<tn- e aT)(e-j<t,T-eaT)]-1/2[(l-ej'tn)(l-e-j,tr')]-1/2(2N+l)1/2
X (l-e aT/(2N+1>) [(l-e2aI)/(l-e2at/(2N+l))]1/2
X

{2

r=-N

[a2+(4H-r(o)2] - 1}-1/2 { 2

r=-N

[<t>+r(o]-2}-1'2 .

(2.6.10)

For the fixed frequency <() = Jt/r the ratio becomes
_

A

_

A

o(^T [2N+i](exp(j4n:)))/a(Cl[2N+i]G4>))
= j i ( 1 - e 2at)1/2(2 N + \ ) irl [2 lalx(1 + e aT)]_1 [(1 - eaT/<2N+1>)/(l + e aT/(2N+1))]i/2
X{2
r*-N

[a2!2 + n2 (2r + 1)2]_1)"1/2 { 2

[2r + l]-2}-!/2 .

r=-N
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Computer simulations show that the ratio (2.6.11) is greater than one for any
choice of a<0 (i.e. for any choice of F(s) and K(z) ) and for any N >0. That
means that a (d [2N+i](exp(jc|)T))) converges to its limit faster than
_ A

_

A

cK&PN+lltMO)- Also, the fact that o (T [N](exp(j(|)T))) converges with the same
rate irrespective of the frequency is another favourable feature of the Fast-sam
ple and lift approach applied to the system of Fig. 2.12, which might be very
useful in many applications.

2.6.2

Combined System Study

Now, let us consider a more complicated sampled-data system shown on Fig.
2.14, where H(s) is a zero-order hold, F(s), K, G(s) are stable and G(s) and
F(s) are strictly proper. Also, in order to simplify calculations, let us assume
that F(s) is first order.

Figure 2.14. More complicated sampled-data system
The frequency response magnitude of the system is:
Urn ll^[N](eion)ll =Um
N —>-00

^ ( e ) “1)}

N—kxi

= Urn X1/2{JF[N]*(eiw,)E2T K*(6)OT)EiTg[N]*(eiw')
N —KX3

X QtNiCej^E, K(e)‘"')E2$F[N](ei‘“t))
={K*(e)m) KCei“ 1) I 1« Urn ( 2
N—kxd

W 1/2

r,s=l

X{ [TtNlCei“1) SF[N]*(ei<"I) ] u

(2.6.12)

From (2.6.4) and (2.6.5) we can conclude that
{ [S[N](ei°*) W C ^ l u

= 0 (N ~ ^y

(2.6.13)

From Theorem 2.2 and Rem ark 2.1 it follow s that the lim it
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iim

N-+-oo

X 1/2{(jcn] * ^ 0*) QfNlC©*0* ) } does exist and equals IG(jco)l for small enough

sampling period x.
Symbolic computer experiments show that
lim { 1
N—kx > r,s=l

Q[N](ei°,I) ] r ,s / N |w = U m

N —Kx>

^ { f t N l V " ) SlN tfe*” )}.

(2.6.14)
Now, the frequency response of the system can be re-written as
Um H3'[N](ej“ t)||
N—»-oo

= { K*(ei0Jt) K(ejort) }W Um x /N ( [T[N](eiort) 5F[N]*(eilOT)]i,i ) 1/2 IG(jco)l .
N—KX>

(2.6.15)
Comparing (2.6.15) and (2.6.3) we can conclude that the frequency response
magnitude of the system shown on Fig. 2.14 can be calculated as a product
of the frequency response of the simple subsystem (in dashed box or as in Fig.
2.12) and a modulus of the remaining continuous-time part of the system.
This extremely powerful feature allows one to simplify calculations dramatical
ly since to calculate the frequency response of the complex system it is enough
to calculate the frequency response of the simple sampled-data system of Fig.
2.12.

2.6.3

Closed-Loop System Example

We now present a practical example to confirm the applicability (especially
ease of use) of the approach to the closed-loop sampled-data control system.
This example was first described by Salehi (1985) and then studied by
McFarlane and Glover (1990).
The system considered in this example is a satellite with two highly flexible
solar arrays attached. The model represents the transfer function from the
torque applied to the roll axis of the satellite to the corresponding satellite roll
angle. In order to keep the model simple, only a rigid body mode and a single
flexible mode are included, resulting in a four state model.
The state-space matrices of the plant are given by
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/

0 1 0
[ 0 0 0
AP " l

0

0

0
0

0

\

)

1

\ 0 0 —cl)2 -2£ od '

BpT = [0
Cp = [1

1.7319 x IO"5
0

1

0

3.7859 x 10^]

0]

Dp=0
where cd = 1.539 rad/sec is the frequency of the flexure mode, and £ = 0.003
is the flexural damping ratio. The open-loop poles of the plant are at
-0.0046ihl.5390j, 0, 0.
Design of the controller to satisfy certain objectives given in Salehi (1985) and
McFarlane and Glover (1990) results in the continuous controller with the fol
lowing state-space representation (McFarlane and Glover, 1990):
/-23.7320 1.0000 -23.7320
0 \
( -4.4097 -0.2308 -4.3847 -0.0212 \
\ -8.4894
0 -8.4894
1.0000
'-19.3781 -5.0461 -21.1999 -0.4724 /

)

Bct = 104 x [4.7464
Q = [1

6.6643

0.8750

0.2780

1.6979

3.7242]

0.6117]

Dg —0.
The controller is open-loop stable.
A discrete-time controller with sampling time x=0.1858 sec. is obtained, by
finding the zero-order hold equivalent of the open-loop controller. (This proce
dure, although it appears satisfactory in this case, can be subject to criticism
on the grounds that it does not seek directly to have the continuous-time closedloop closely approximated by the sampled-data closed loop as in Keller and
Anderson, 1991, 1992). The discrete-time controller can be described by the
following state-space form:
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( 0.3016
A = ( -0.1211
\ -0.3146
' -0.3358
Bt = 103 x [1.4094

0.1162
0.9479
-0.1106
-0.9095

0.2325

-0.6821 -0.1067 \
-0.1130 -0.0223 )
0.6611 0.1325 /
-0.6477 0.8197 '

0.6098

0.4203], C = Cc, D = 0.

The antialiasing filter introduced into the loop has transfer function
F(s) = 5.5/(s+5.5). The elements of the system are interconnected as in Fig.
2.15.
filter

controller
sampler

Figure 2.15. Sampled-data control system
Fig. 2.16 shows frequency response magnitudes of the closed-loop system.
It is clearly seen that ||T [3](ei<*n)|| approximates the frequency response magni
tude of the hybrid closed-loop system (||&(jct>)|| = lim ||T[N](ej(^rt)||) by far
N—KOO

better then ||&[3](j<t>)ll- (Here, ||T[ 3](ej<^t)|| and lim ||^ [ n](^<^t)II were calcuN— b o o

lated as was described in Section 2.3 and ||GL[3](j<J>)|| and ||&(j<|))|| were com
puted according to the method due to Araki, Hagiwara and Ito.) This shows
that the approach suggested in this thesis may on occasion give better results
than the approach developed in Araki and Ito (1992, 1993, 1994), Araki et al.
(1993, 1994), Hagiwara et al. (1993) and Ito et al. (1993).

2,6A

Output Approximation Comparison

Consider a sampled-data system defined by a linear periodically time-varying
operator with associated causal impulse response h(t,s) = 10-16 (t-s)20 exp(s-t).
Fig. 2.17 depicts the output signals of the system with u(t) = sin t and
x = 1. Comparing the output signal and its approximations obtained according
to the fast-sampling/lifting approach and the Araki-Hagiwara-Ito approach
51
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o o o -o—o- o- e- ^ ^

Frequency (rad/sec)
A

1

A

frequency response magnitude o f the hybrid closed loop ( l i m H T o r H&H)
N—►oo

2

approximation o f the frequency response magnitude o f the hybrid closed loop
A

obtained by fast sampling and lifting

3

(||ST[3](e ^ )||)

approximation o f the frequency response magnitude of the hybrid closed loop
obtained using the approach developed by Araki, Hagiwara and Ito

m 3m\\)
Figure 2.16. Frequency response o f the hybrid closed loop and its approximations

with the same N for the fast-sampling coefficient and the number o f harmonics,
one sees again that the former method gives better approximation for finite
N (even though both results converge to the actual output with N approaching
infinity). In our example for N=3 the fast-sampling/lifting approach gives good
approximation o f the actual output. The approximation obtained using the Araki-Hagiwara-Ito approach with N=3 is a sum o f 3 sinusoids with the amplitudes
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so small that the sum is indistinguishable from zero on the same graph and
in no degree resembles the actual output it is supposed to approximate.

Time (sec)
Figure 2.17. Output signal of the hybrid system and its
fast-sampled/lifted approximation with N=3

2.7

Conclusions

A new approach to establish a frequency-domain paradigm for the sampleddata control systems has been presented. The key idea is to associate a
sampled-data system with a discrete system obtained from the original
sampled-data system by very fast sampling followed by lifting to convert the
sampled multi-rate system to a single-rate one.
One of the most important questions related to the problem is how to compute
this frequency response. It is easy to compute approximately. Similar question
arises in the two other sampled-data system frequency response theories. ( Araki and Ito, 1992, 1993, 1994; Araki et al., 1993, 1994; Hagiwara et al., 1993;
Ito et al., 1993; Yamamoto, 1993; Yamamoto and Araki, 1994; Yamamoto and
Khargonekar, 1993). All calculation procedures rely on approximation which
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in turn is based on the truncation of infinite-dimensional operators at some
finite dimension and/or 7 -iteration. (Yamamoto and Khargonekar, 1993; Yama
moto and Araki, 1994)
The examples studied in this Chapter compared computational procedures of
the approaches and show the clear benefit of fast-sampling and lifting. Exam
ples suggest that good finite approximation requires a large number of sinusoi
dal frequencies in the approach described in Araki and Ito (1992, 1993, 1994),
Araki et al. (1993, 1994), Hagiwara et al. (1993), Ito et al. (1993), while the
integer N chosen in the fast sampling approach can assume just modest values.
Also, it was shown that for a simple open-loop sampled-data system, all three
approaches converge to similar frequency-response formulae, although the ap
proach based on fast-sampling/lifting may converge faster and uniformly.
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God made the integers,
all the rest is the work of man.
Leopold Kronecker
Jahrsberichte der Deutschen
Mathematiker Vereinigung bk. 2
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Chapter 3

Optimum Realizations
of Sampled-Data Controllers
for FWL Sensitivity Minimization

3.1

Introduction

It is well known that a desired controller’s transfer function can be implemented
by any one of an infinite set of realizations of the controller. Though all these
realizations are in principle equivalent since they yield the same transfer func
tion, they have different numerical properties due to finite wordlength effects
when they are implemented by a digital device. A problem of great importance
is to find the realization of the controller which achieves the best performance
of the closed-loop system, i.e. gives the best approximation of the ideal closed
loop behaviour.
An outline of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2 we establish the defini
tions of sensitivity “functions” (operators) and L2 sensitivity measure of a
closed loop system. In Section 3.3 we study the finite-wordlength-optimal
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realization minimizing a measure of the sensitivity of the closed-loop operation
with respect to controller coefficient errors. (No claim is made about FWL
roundoff noise effects). The existence and uniqueness of an optimal solution
are established. A recursive algorithm for obtaining the optimal solution is
given. In Section 3.4 we implement the recursive algorithm. Two numerical
examples to confirm theoretical results are given in Section 3.5 followed by
some concluding remarks in Section 3.6.

3.2

Sensitivity Measure of a Realization

First consider a discrete linear time-invariant multi input, multi output con
troller having a transfer function K(z), which can be expressed in terms of
matrices A , B, C, D of a minimal state-space realization as follows:
K( z )= C ( z Ir - A ) - 'B + D ,

(3.2.1)

where A £ R R x R , B S R R xL , C S R MxR D G R M xL, K e C MXL.
Clearly, if matrices A, B, C, D satisfy (3.2.1), then for any similarity trans
formation T matrices T^AT, T ^ B , CT, D satisfy (3.2.1) as well. This means
that there exist an infinite number of representations of the system. All these
representations are equivalent insofar as they yield the same transfer function.
However, different realizations have different numerical properties such as sen
sitivity to coefficient errors and propagation of signal roundoff errors. This
means that in the finite precision case all these realizations are no longer equiva
lent. In practice it is impossible to realize matrices A, B, C, D exactly due
to finite word length (FWL) constraints. As a result, the transfer function given
by (3.2.1) and the transfer function with matrices A, B, C, D replaced by their
FW L versions are different. Since different FWL realizations have different
sensitivities, our task is to search for those realizations that minimize the sensi
tivity in some appropriate measure reflecting the overall control objective.
In order to define such a measure, we shall use the derivatives of elements of
the controller transfer function matrix at an arbitrary but fixed value of z with
respect to the elements of the matrices A, B, C of the realization:
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dkm>i/dar,q—gm>r fq i, dkmydbr j —gmr öji, dkmydCjjr—fr j 6mj,

(3.2.2)

where a, b, c, k, g, f are elements of the matrices A, B, C, K, G, F respectively,
with
G = C ( zIr - A ) - 1 6 C MXR,

(3.2.3a)

F = ( zIr - A )-'B e C RXL,

(3.2.3b)

l,i=l,2,...,L, m,j=l,2,...,M, r,q=l,2,...,Rand8istheK roneckerdelta. Note
that the matrix D is coordinate independent and has nothing to do with the
optimal realization problem.
Our major goal is to find the optimal implementation of the controller for
achieving the best performance of the closed-loop system where the controller
is implemented with FWL. “Best performance” can mean many things. As
made more precise below, we shall consider the accuracy of implementing the
input-output operator for the closed loop.
Consider a hybrid closed loop where the plant is continuous-time and the con
troller is discrete-time. (Such a configuration represents the usual situation).
This closed loop is drawn in Fig. 3.1, where n stands for the L x M continu
ous-time plant, K for the M x L discrete controller, O for the strictly proper
stable antialiasing filter, 2 for the sampler with the sampling period x and H
for the hold element, here assumed to be a zero-order hold. (In the multivariable
situation, d>, 2 and H are diagonal operators).

Figure 3.1: The closed-loop system
First of all we need to define a sensitivity measure of the closed-loop operator
with respect to errors in the realization A, B, C of the controller. Then the
problem of minimizing of this measure will arise.
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Earlier works (Gevers and Li, 1993, Li and Gevers, 1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1993,
Liu and Skelton, 1990, Liu et al., 1992, Williamson and Kadiman, 1989) looked
at a purely discrete-time problem and it was possible (and easier) to deal just
with frequency domain quantities. However, in order to take into consideration
intersample behaviour of the hybrid closed loop we need to work in the time
domain.
Closed-loop operator and sensitivity with respect to a controller parameter
We shall assume that the sampling interval is such that no unstabilizable or
undetectable modes are introduced by the sampling operator and that the closed
loop is stable. Unstabilizable or undetectable modes can only occur for nongen
eric ri(s), and even then, only for isolated choices of sampling interval (Francis
and Georgiou, 1988). Stability of the closed-loop system means that with zero
input, any nonzero initial state decays to zero exponentially fast, and
u(») E LpL[0,oo) implies y(*) E LpL[0,oo) for all p E [l,oo], see (Francis
and Georgiou, 1988). The closed loop is defined by a linear periodically timevarying operator 96 with associated causal impulse response 96(t,s), such that
y(t) = -o}o 96(t,s) u(s) ds

(3.2.4)

96(t+x,s+T) = 96(t,s)

(3.2.5)

The stability condition is expressed by
H96(t,s)||F < a exp [-ß(t-s)]

(3.2.6)

for some a > 0, ß > 0, with the subscript F denoting the Frobenius norm so
that
IIAIIf = [tr (At A)]1/2.
A composition of two stable operators is stable.
Formally, with minimal abuse of notation, we can write
96 = riHKSO (I + nH K SO )"1,

(3.2.7)

where n, H, K, 2, O are the operators corresponding to the blocks shown in
Fig. 3.1, and then the derivative of 96 with respect to an element in a realization
of K can be formally written as
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596 / da

= T dK/da

<W

(3.2.8a)

r = (II+ nH K 2 <j>)_1 r i H ,

(3.2.8b)

W

(3.2.8c)

where

= Z 4 > (I l

+ Ü H K 20)-1.

Because of the stability of the closed-loop, T and W map lpM(Z+) into
LpL[0,oc) and LpL[0,a>) into lpL(Z+) for all p E [l,oo], including of course
p = 2, respectively. Moreover, the mappings are causal.
The derivative (3.2.8a) of the closed-loop operator 96 can be represented as
in Fig. 3.2.

k

< K ri

HSI

►
--------1

5K(z)/5d

> -► h

-* ■

n(s) — j

r

<V
‘■n(s) «-lH ^ K (z)

■K(Z) * | z | * - $ ( s) ^

Figure 3.2: Representation of derivative of closed-loop operator
with respect to parameter a of controller

The representation of Fig. 3.2 has a deficiency that should be remedied. If
K(z) is open-loop unstable, dK(z)/da has this property also, see (3.2.2) and
(3.2.3); yet if the closed loop is stable, one would expect that the operator
596/3a should also have this property. This is in fact so. The representation
of Fig. 3.2 can be replaced by one (with lower overall state dimension) which
is stable. This is done as follows:
Recognize that if a = ay, then (with some minor abuse of notation)
596/5ay
= (IL + nHKZd»)-1 IIHC( zIr - A)"1 ei ejT (zIR -

=rAei ejT<WA

+ IIHKZO)-1
(3.2.9a)
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where
and ^ a (depicted in Fig. 3.3) are stable operators differing marginal
ly from T and ^ in terms of the points where the loop input is introduced
or the loop output is taken from. Also, the range of Wa and the domain of
T a are discrete-time signals: Wa and T \ are bounded operators from LpL[0,oo)
to lpR(Z+) and lpR(Z+) to LpL[0,oo) Vp E [l,o o ]. Similarly,
d96/dbij = r A ei ejT W

(3.2.9b)

a96/aqj = T ei ejT W A

(3.2.9c)

Because T, CW, T \ and Wa are all stable operators, the operators on the right
in (3.2.9) are all stable.

Figure 3.3: Modification of operators T and W used in alternative
construction of the derivatives of the closed-loop operator

In formulating a sensitivity “function” (here, more properly, operator)
associated with a realization of a system, it is conventional to organize the ma
trix calculations slightly differently; one picks a particular entry of 96, 96^
say, and constructs the matrices 396^ /dA, d96kj /dB, d96kj /dC, where the
i,j entry of d9Gk4 /dA is d96^i /daij. In the light of (3.2.9) it is clear that
396*4 /aA = r AT e* eiT WAT

(3.2.10a)

396*4 lm = <TaT e* eiT W

(3.2.10b)
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d9Gk4 /ac = ^

ek eiT WA
T

(3.2.10c)

Here, T 1 is not the adjoint operator of T; rather, T7 is defined by the condition
eiT T^ej = ejT T ei = (j-i) component of T; thus T 1 is T with elements reorga
nized.
Let us sum up results to this point:
Theorem 3.1
Consider the closed-loop system depicted in Fig. 3.1, comprising strictly proper
(nonzero) stable antialiasing filter d>(s), sampler 2 with sampling interval x,
(nonzero) discrete-time controller K(z), zero-order hold H and (nonzero) plant
n(s). Suppose that x is such that no unstabilizable or undetectable modes are
introduced by the sampling operator, and the closed loop, defined by a periodi
cally time-varying impulse response 96(t,s), is stable. Let the controller have
a minimal state-variable realization C(zl - A)_1B + D, and let stable closedloop operators T, CW, TA and
be defined as depicted in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3.
Then the sensitivity functions of 96 with respect to the elements of A, B, C
in the controller realization are given by (3.2.10) for k,l = 1, 2, . . . , L.

A numerical sensitivity measure
In order to determine a single numerical measure of sensitivity, we will use
a norm associated with the sensitivity “functions”. This is not an induced norm,
but rather a norm associated with the impulse response representation of a stable
operator, viewing it simply as a function of time in two variables. We confine
attention to a matrix impulse response ^(tis) defined in the half plane s< t,
with the periodicity property ^(t+x, s+x) = ^ (tis) and with the (exponential)
stability property ||cU(t,s)||F < a exp [-ß(t-s)] for some positive a, ß. (We
remark that in Francis and Georgiou (1988), there is also a departure from the
case of induced norms in defining norms for a stable, periodically time-varying
linear system.) The norm is
IRXIh = {/dt / ||ca(t>s)||F2ds}1/2.
0

- co

Notice that in view of the periodicity property, the norm reflects all values as
sumed by ^ (t.s) in -oo < s < t < oo, even though the integration with respect
to t only extends over [0,x], Note also the alternative expression obtained by
changing the order of integration:
11^112= {Ids jTU(t,s)||F2dt}:w .
0

S
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Now we can define the sensitivity measure o f the closed-loop operator with
respect to the realization A, B, C o f the controller:

Definition 3.1.
The sensitivity measure M2 of the closed-loop operator with respect to the re
alization o f the controller is the sum of the squares of the L2 norms of sensitivity
operators o f the closed loop with respect to the matrices A, B, and C of the
realization o f the controller:
M2 = 2k,i{lla96k4/3A|b2 + llaSGkj/dBIb2 + HdS^j/dCIh2}.

(3.2.13)

It is worth noting how the measure differs from those employed in earlier opti
mum realization problems. First, the measure is intrinsically a time-domain
one, rather than a frequency domain one. Second, for reasons of mainly analytic
convenience, in most earlier optimum realization work frequency domain L 2
norms o f sensitivity functions related to B and C are used, while a frequency
domain Li norm is used for the sensitivity function related to A. The frequency
domain L 2 norms have some parallel (through Parseval’s theorem) with our
time-domain L 2 norms. Frequency domain L i norms o f course are virtually
unrelatable to a time-domain norm. References Gevers and Li (1993) and Li
and Gevers (1991) use a frequency domain L2 norm for the sensitivity function
related to A, and are closest in spirit to this work, even though these references
use a discrete-time model for the system. Reference Perkins et al. (1990) also
uses an L2 norm in an optimal filter realization problem.

3.3

Optimal FWL Realizations

The numerical measures o f sensitivity defined above depend on the particular
realization o f the controller. We shall now clarify the nature of the dependence.
A coordinate basis transformation T transforms (A, B, C) into (T^AT, T~lB,
CT) and (F,G) into (T^F, GT). The operators T and W are unaltered, while

CTa , Wa) -+ (T O T - ^ a).
Noting (3.2.10), we conclude that the sensitivity operators transform according
to
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d93kj/dA - + TTa96k,i/aA t - t

(3.3.1a)

d96kti/dB - + TTa9GkyaB

(3.3.1b)

dSok j/dC - + a a y y a c

(3.3.1c)

tt

Parenthetically, one can note that the corresponding formulae associated with
(3.2.9) are not so attractive.
Let us make the definitions
JBkj = Jdt/09GkJ(t,s)/aB) (a96kil(t,s)/3B)Tds
0

Jck4 = X<1tX(a9Gkj(t,s)/ac)T (a96kJ(t,s)/ac)ds
0

(3.3.2a)

_ °°

(3.3.2b)

- 00

Evidently, under the coordinate basis change,
JBk,l -

TT JBkJ T

(3.3.3a)

J S u -► T -1 jCfcj ' r T

(3.3.3b)

Make the further definitions

Jb = 2 kJ J ^ i

(3.3.4a)

JC = 2 kj Jc k,i

(3.3.4b)

Then the second and third terms of the measure M 2 are precisely tr Jb and
tr Jc- Further, denoting the value of the measure M 2 after coordinate basis
transformation by M 2 (T) we see that
M2(T) =

||Tt a ^ i / a A ' r ' l k 2 + tr(JBP) + tr(Jc P -')

(3.3.5)

P = T Tt

(3.3.6)

where

It remains to consider in more details how the first summand in M 2 transforms
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when there is a coordinate basis change. Notice that

2 k j l|TT 39Gic,i IB A T-t ||22 =

Jdt j ||Tt 391*4 (t,s) /3A T - l p 2 ds
0

- oo

= 2 kJ Jdt S tr [T -1 096 m (t,s)/3A )T T Tt 396^ (t,s) / B A T t ] ds
0

" 00

= 2 kJ tr jd t
0

j

(t,s)

/aa

t - t-t

1 ( 3 9 * 4 (t,s)

/aA)T t t t ds

- oo

= 2 kJ tr Jdt J aSGfcj (t,s) /aA P -‘ (396^1 (t,s) /3A)T P ds
0

- oo

Hence we can regard M 2 as a function o f P:
M2(P)
= tr(JBP) + tr(Jc P -1) + 2 k2 1tr

jd t J 396^(1,s)/3A P-‘ (396^(1,s)/aA )T P ds
0

- oo

(3.3.8)
The optimal FWL compensator design can thus be formulated as follows:

Popt = arg min M2(P)
P: P>0

If a solution exists, then any square root Topt such that Popt = Topt ToptT defines
an optimal coordinate basis for the controller. We have an expression for the
gradient o f P:

3M2(P)/3P = JB - P-'JcP-1 + 2 Ä

Jdt S [a96kJ(t,s)/aA p-1 (396^(1,s)/3A)T
0

- oo

- P -1(39Bk4(t,s)/aA)T P 39Gk4(t,s)/3A P"1] ds

(3.3.10)

For evaluation purposes, the following formula is valuable. It is derived using
standard properties o f the Kronecker product and function vec defined by Neudecker in Neudecker (1969) and proven in a number of textbooks and papers
(e.g. Brewer (1978)).

aM2(P)/aP=JB- P -lJcP'1+ 2 k2 1vec-1{ [jdtj(a9SkJ(t,s)/3A®396k4(t,s)M )ds]vecP-1)
0

- oo

- I kS , vec“1((P -1® P - 1)[JdtJ(396k,1(t,s)/aA ® 39^4(1,s)/3A)ds]T vec P)
0

- ° °

(3.3.11)
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In the absence of an analytically computable value o f P producing zero value
o f the gradient, a value Popt o f P minimizing M 2 could be sought by an iterative
algorithm
pi+l = Pi - p a M2(P)/ÖP |p=Pi,

(3.3.12)

where p is a small positive number.
The utility of the gradient algorithm is partly justified by:

Theorem. 3.2
Adopt the same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.1, and let (A, B, C, D) be an initial
realization of the controller K(z). Let Jb and Jc be defined by (3.3.2) - (3.3.4),
and let M2(P) define the sensitivity measure (3.3.8) of a controller realization
obtained by transforming the initial realization through a nonsingular T, with
P = T Tt . Then there exists a unique Popt > 0 which (globally) minimizes
M2(P), which accordingly can be found via an iterative gradient descent algo
rithm. (There always exist such small positive p’s that guarantee the conver
gence).
The proof is described in Appendix F.
Once Popt has been found, any square T satisfying T T t = Popt can be selected.
This defines T to within right multiplication by an orthogonal matrix, and this
additional freedom, present also in all earlier optimal realization problems, can
be exploited to force zero or unity entries into parts of A, B or C (see e.g.
Li et al. (1992)); this has a beneficial practical effect, since obviously a zero
or unity multiplication is realizable with no error.

3.4

Evaluation of the Sensitivity Measure
and its Gradient

Now, in order to implement the iterative algorithm (3.3.12), we need to calcu
late the value o f the gradient dM2(P)/dP at every iteration step. The problem
is to calculate the values o f
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/d t j(396k4(t,s)/aA <g> aa&kj (t,s)/aA) ds,
0

- oo

/dtAö96k,i(t,s)/aB) (a * k,i(t,s)/aB)Tds
0

(3.4.1)

- CO

and

J,dtj'(89Gk4(t,s)/aC)T (ö9Gk4(t,s)/aC)ds.
0 - oo

The prime concern of this Section is to obtain a numerical procedure for calcu
lating the three values above using standard techniques, i.e. standard software.
Fig. 3.4 depicts the operators d^Gkj/day, d96kj/8bij and 896kj/8cij. To under
stand these figures recognize from (3.2.9) that
aSfikj/aajj = (eiJ

rAeD (ejT <VA ei).

aSSkVabij = (ekT rAeO (ejT <Vt e,)

(3.4.2)

and
aSGig/acij = (ekT T ei) (ejT

ei).

Figure 3.4: The operator 896^i/8a

for various a

The structure of this hybrid feedback loop is illustrated in Fig. 3.5, where the
form of Ada(z) depends on the particular a. Note the implicit definitions of
Ada(z) and ß(s).
Because of the mixture of continuous and discrete-time entities, some of the
mappings in the hybrid system are operators which have no transfer-function
representation and thus the operators T \ and
do not have transfer function
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Q(s)

Hlh ^da(z) -HE*!
-HE-* H1H

Q(s)

Figure 3.5: Redrawing of Figure 3.4

representations. In order to facilitate the calculations of the La norms, the con
tinuous-time part of the hybrid system is approximated by a discrete-time sys
tem with arbitrarily fast sampling. This can be done in a chosen (sensible)
frequency range as accurately as desired by hold-input discretization. In this
approximation the former hybrid system is replaced by an N-periodic discretetime system, with the small (fast) sampling time chosen to be a submultiple
x/N of the controller sampling time x. By lifting the N-periodic control system
a time-invariant discrete-time transfer-function representation is obtained. A
similar approach has been used for a controller discretization problem in Keller
and Anderson (1992), for which it becomes easy to evaluate the norms.
This technique of fast sampling will allow us to approximate the integrals of
(3.4.1), taken over one (slow) sampling period x, by the average of their N
sampled values over the period x for N sufficiently large. To establish the valid
ity of this procedure, we shall show that these sums converge, as N—kx3, to
the integrals (3.4.1), using the definition of Riemann integral. This proof of
convergence, in turn, requires that the impulse responses of the operators de
fined in (3.4.2) be continuous and exponentially stable. The following lemma
establishes this result (The proof is straightforward and is omitted).
Lemma 3.1
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and the assumption that Q(oo) = 0 and
that the closed loops depicted in Figs. 3.1 and 3.5 are exponentially stable,
(stability of the closed loop in Fig. 3.1 implies stability of the closed loop in
Fig. 3.5), the impulse response h(y) of the overall system in Fig. 3.5 is continu
ous for jx < s < (j+l)x, t>s for every integer j, and satisfies
|h (t,s )|< a exp [-ß(t-s)] V t > s, for some positive a and ß.
Now let h ^ t.s) again denote the impulse response of any one of the operators
d96kj/da
for a = ay, or by, or cy, as depicted in Fig. 3.5. These operators
are periodic with period x. Consider now the system defined in Fig. 3.6, in
which H t/n and Z t/n are, respectively, a hold operator and a sampler operating
at the fast rate x/N. Thus, the system of Fig. 3.6 has discrete time inputs spaced
x/N seconds apart, and a similar output stream. The next lemma expresses its
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impulse response h<ia(i,j) as a function of ha(t,s) and shows that it is N-periodic.
Again, the straightforward proof is omitted.

*

hq(t.S)

Figure 3.6: Replacement of periodic continuous-time system
by periodic discrete-time system

Lemma 3.2
Let h<ia(i,j) denote the impulse response of the system of Fig. 3.6, formally
Zt/n haCt.s) Ht/n , where h ^tis) is identified with d96kj(t,s)/da for same a.
Then

hdaÖj) = T/N ha(i x/N, sjj)
for some Sij E (j x/N, (j+1) x/N)

(3.4.3)

and

hdaG+N, j+N) = hdaCi, j).

(3.4.4)

Next, consider a system obtained from that of Fig. 3.6 by blocking N successive
inputs and N successive outputs. Thus, if uo, ui, . . . and yo, yi, . . . denote
the scalar input and output sequences of the system of Fig. 3.6, with rate (N/r)
per second, [u0 ui . . . un _i ]t , [uN uN+i
. . . u2n - i ]t , • • .
and
[yo y i • • • y N -i]T. [yN yN+i • • . y2N -l]T> • • • denote the N -vector
input and output sequences of the new system, with rate I f i per second, 1/N
times the rate of the system of Fig. 3.6. Let h a(i,j) denote the N X N impulse
response of the new system. A moment’s thought shows that

[ h a(i,j)]p,q = hda(Ni + (p-1), Nj + (q-1))

(3.4.5)

An immediate consequence of the periodicity of h ^ established in Lemma 3.2
above is the fact that the blocked system is stationary

MU)-

M H O ).

[Hereforth, we shall write h a(i—
j) for h a(i-j, 0) ]
We remark that given a state-variable description of the various parts of ha(t,s),
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it is easy to get such descriptions for h^a and then
be important when it comes to evaluating norms.

h a. This turns out to

The above allows us to evaluate Jß, at least approximately, using time-invariant
quantities. We have
Lem m a 3.3
With notations as above, the (i-j)-th entry of

J \ i = /dt/(396kj(t,s)/aB) 096k,i(t,s)/aB)Tds
0 - 0 0

is given by

(JBko)ij = lim 2 ^ trthßim^hßjnJCs)],
N—«x>m=l *“0

where

h b ^ ( s) denotes h a(s) for a = bim, the (i-m )-th entry of B.

The proof is contained in Appendix G.
Quantities such as (JBkj)ij above are like Gramians and are comparatively easy
to evaluate. References Aström and Wittenmark (1990) and Jury (1958) discuss
such quantities, and offer several methods, especially when i = j. Let us point
out that the identity a ß = [(a+ß)2 - (a -ß )2]/4 offers one device to cope with
i 7^ j, if formulae are only available for evaluating sums of squares. Let us
also note how simple it is to use linear matrix or Lyapunov equations for evalua
tion of infinite sums involving a product of two different stable impulse re
sponses. Thus if
a i(k ) = h iT F ,“- 1 gl

a 2(k) = h2T F2k- ‘ g2

then, assuming I Xi(Fj) I < 1 for all i and j = 1,2
oo

2 a t(k) a 2(k) =

X h2

k=l

where X solves
X - Fi X F2T = gl g2T
Similarly, it follows that the (i-j)-th entry of
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Jc k,i = /dtJ(ö9GkJ(t,s)/aC)T (d96ka(t,s)/aC)ds
0

~ co

is given by

(Jc kj)ij = lim JJ 5

[hc m‘T(s) ^

The calculations are identical to those for Jp. It remains to evaluate the first
integral of (3.4.1).
A typical entry of the matrix
f d t /(39Gk4 (t,s)/dA (g) aSGkj (t,s)/3A) ds
o

-

is given by
f d t f h A mn (t»s) hApq(t,s) ds
0

-

00

and similar arguments show that this quantity is obtainable as

lim
h* [I^A mn(s)
N—
k » s=0

pq(s)]*

It remains to explain how to evaluate h a for a = ajj, or by, or qj. For this
purpose Figs. 3.7a, 3.7b and 3.7c are helpful, and illustrate a certain computa
tional simplification. Fig. 3.7a is Fig. 3.6 redrawn, while in Fig. 3.7b, which
is equivalent to Fig. 3.7a, each sampler 2 within the hybrid system (which
selects a sample every x seconds) is replaced by a sampler 2 t/n , selecting a
sample every x/N seconds, followed by a decimator, which passes through every
N-th input. Each hold of duration x is replaced by a repeater (which repeats
a signal presented at a given time with the same value x/N, 2x/N, . . . , (N -l)x/N
seconds later) and a hold of duration x/N.
The dashed line encloses a fast discrete-time system (which can be lifted or
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Figure 3.7a: Redrawing of Figure 3.6

Figure 3.7b: Replacement of Figure 3.7a
blocked), and the decimator and repeater serve to connect the discrete-time
blocks with different sampling rates. Lifting produces the arrangement of Fig.
3.7c, where the input and output values of Q i and Q 2 are obtained by as
sembling into the one vector N successive values of the input and output of
each of the blocks in dashed line in the set-up of Fig. 3.7b.

Figure 3.7c: Development of scheme of Figure 3.6
and the lifted system

The lifted set-up has Ei=(I I . . . I)T and E2 =(I 0 0 . . . 0) and is single-rate,
with period t, and possesses a transfer function description. The impulse response is h a(i). Since it is the same set-up as Fig. 3.7a (apart from the way
inputs and outputs are presented), it is no surprise that norms of equivalent
input-output entities are the same. (Equivalent means after allowing for the
different assembling of inputs/outputs). The structure of Fig. 3.7c demonstrates
that a state-variable realization for h a comes from assembling realizations
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for

Q i,

Q

2

(which are independent of a) and of A ^ .

Evidently, the problem o f calculating dM2 (P)/dP is reduced to the problem o f
calculating infinite sums which is much simpler, and involves standard com 
putational techniques implemented on most software packages. That makes
the iterative algorithm (3.3.12) easy to realize.
To summarize, the main steps of the optimal controller realization procedure
are as follows, assuming that K(z) is the ideal (infinite wordlength) controller.
Step 1: Compute an arbitrary initial realization (A, B, C, D) of K(z) and initial
ize the iterative algorithm (3.3.12) with Po = I.
Step 2: For k,l = 1, 2, . . . , L, approximate JBkj of (3.3.2a) as described
in Steps 2 .1 -2.3, with N sufficiently large and (JBkj)ij denoting the (i-j)-th
entry o f JBkj.
Note that JBk4 £ R r x r
Step 2.1: For each a = bim, m = l, 2, . . . , L and each a = bjm,
m = l, 2 ,. . . , L, let h^ tis) be the impulse response defined by Fig. 3.4. Obtain
a state-variable description o f h^tis) using state-variable descriptions o f the
different blocks of Fig. 3.4. Compute the (fast sampled) ZOH approximation
o f this system (see Fig. 3.6) whose impulse response h<ia(i,j) is defined by
(3.4.1): '
hd a(i>j)=*/N ha(ix/Njx/N), say.
Compute the corresponding N x N blocked system o f Fig. 3.7c, whose impulse
response is
h a(ij) =

h a(i-j), given by (3.4.3):

[ ha(i-j)]p,q = hda(Ni + p - 1, Nj + q - 1)

p, q = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Step 2.2: Approximate (JBk,i)ij by
(JBkj)ij = 2 j :

tr[hB im(s)hBjmT(s)],

where h b im(s) = h a(s) for a = bim, using the Lyapunov equation procedure
suggested in Section 3.4.
Step 2 3 : Compute Jb = E k j JBka •
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Step 3: Compute (or rather approximate) Jc using a procedure entirely dual
to that for Jß.
Step 4: Computation of
fd t }(W Bu(t,s)/dA ® a96k,i (t,s)/dA) ds.
0

- oo

The approximation of this integral is performed as follows.
Step 4.1: For each a = amn, m, n = 1, 2, . . . , R let ha(t,s) be the impulse
response defined by Fig. 3.4. By fast sampling and blocking, compute a statespace realization o f the discrete time impulse response of the corresponding
fast-sampled and blocked system as in Step 2.2. Denote by h a mn(s) the
N x N impulse response matrix of the corresponding blocked system.
Step 4.2: The element of
fd t ;(a9Gk4(t,s)/aA 0 a ^ (t,s)/aA) ds
0

- 00

corresponding to the product o f the (m -n)-th entry of the first matrix with the
(p -q)-th entry of the second matrix is then approximated by

5

s=0

tr [hA mn(s) hA pq(s)].

To compute this infinite sum, the state-space realizations o f h A ^ ( s ) and
h A pq(s) are used in combination with the Lyapunov equation technique of
Section 3.4.
Step 5: Collect the results o f Steps 2, 3 and 4 in equation (3.3.11) to compute
the gradient aM 2(P)/aP and update Pi using the iterative algorithm (3.3.12).
Step 6: Upon convergence o f (3.3.12) to Popt, compute any square root Topt
such that Popt = Topt ToptT and apply the similarity transformation Topt to the
initial realization (A, B, C, D) o f the compensator K(z) to obtain an optimal
realization (Aopt, Bopt, Copt, Dopt). Optionally, introduce a further orthogonal
transformation to force zero entries into Aopt, Bopt and/or Copt if desired, see
e.g. Li et al. (1992).
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3.5

Numerical Examples

We now present two numerical examples to confirm our theoretical results.
The first example is a simple one with the one-state controller, has no applied
interest, but allows us to get better understanding of the system’s properties
and behaviour. The second example has been used in Ackermann (1985).

3.5.1

E xam ple 3.1

The plant to be controlled is given by its transfer function
ri(s) = (s + .9531) / (s - .0953).
The desirable control strategy is to control this plant in such way that the closed
loop has the following transfer function:
X(s) = .8318 / (s + .6931).
The controller to be used with a sampler and a zero-order hold with the sam
pling period x = 1 has the following transfer function:
K(z) = .6 / z.
Let us consider two realizations of the controller
K(z) = b c / (z-a) + d.
The first one is with a = d = 0, b = .006, c = 100 and the second one is with
a = d = 0,
bCpt = Copt = y / *6.

The second realization is the optimal one. For this one-state controller both
the La measure minimization (using fast-sampling and blocking) described in
this Chapter and optimization without fast-sampling give the same optimal re
alization. By optimization without fast sampling, we mean optimization using
a discrete-time representation of the plant obtained with the same sampling
interval as for the controller. (Equivalently, it is like fast sampling and blocking
with N=l!)
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When we implement our two realizations of the controller with FWL giving
roundoff with two decimal places after the decimal point, we obtain
K(z) = 1 / z for the first realization and K ^ z ) = .59 / z.
These controllers give the closed loops
X(z) = 1 / (z - 0.1) and Xopt(z) = 0.59 / (z - 0.51).
The frequency responses of these closed loops together with the frequency re
sponse of the ideal (realized with infinite precision) closed loop are depicted
in Fig. 3.8. Here, by frequency response of a sampled system we understand
the frequency response of the discrete system obtained by interconnecting the
discrete controller and a discrete model of the plant, obtained from the zero
order hold equivalent of the continuous model. Though it is not plotted, the
closed-loop response of X(s) is very close to the “ideal frequency response”
of Fig. 3.8.

frequency response of non-optimal
FWL realization

ideal frequency
^ response
frequency response of
optimal FWL realization
frequency
rad/sec

Figure 3.8: Closed-loop frequency responses (Example 3.1)

Obviously, the optimal FWL realization gives incomparably better approxima
tion of the desired ideal loop.
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3.5.2

Example 3.2, see Ackermann (1985), p.239.

The plant to be controlled is given by its transfer function

n(s) = 1 / (s + 1).
The controller whose output is the input of a zero-order hold and whose input
is sampled with the period t = 2 has the following transfer function:
K(z) = 1 / (z - l)2.
Consider the realization of the controller given by
4.5107

-.7742

15.918

-2.5107

C = (-.8688

.2421),

\

/

5.9619 \

) ’ B " \ 213939

j

’

D = 0.

as an initial one.
FWL optimization, not employing fast-sampling/blocking (or, equivalently,
employing them for N =l), but using simply a discrete-time representation of
the plant and the closed loop, thus neglecting intersample behaviour, gives the
following realization:

A=

/
I
l

.7998

-.0404

.9981

1.1998

C = (-.9031

.8859
>B= '
.7231),

1.1023

D = 0.

Minimization of the M2 measure for the pre-fastsampled and then blocked sys
tem gives the optimal realization of the controller given by

.6556

-.2223

\

.5335

1.3444

j ■B=

C = (-.624

.7668),

y
/

1.0507
.8551

D = 0.

By using an orthogonal transformation of the state basis, we do not change
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the formally defined sensitivity and thus optimality. However, by bringing A
to Schur form (Li et al., 1992) we can incorporate a zero into the matrix to
make computations even more precise, as zero has an infinitely precise comput
er representation.
The frequency responses of the closed loops corresponding to these two optimal
realizations of the closed loop (obtained by different procedures) and the fre
quency response of the closed loop with the controller given by an initial nonoptimal realization implemented with one decimal place after the decimal point
roundoff and the frequency response of the ideal (realized with infinite preci
sion) closed loop are represented in Fig. 3.9.

non-optimal FWL
• realization

ordinary optimal
FWL realization
sampled/blocked optimal
FWL realization

^ i d e a l frequency
response

frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 3.9: Closed-loop frequency responses (Example 3.2)

The superiority within the passband of the closed-loop system is clearly seen
of the optimal sensitivity realization, obtained by fast sampling and blocking
of the system, over the optimal sensitivity realization neglecting intersample
behaviour of the system. Also, both optimal sensitivity realizations are incom
parably superior to the initial non-optimal realization.
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3.6

Conclusions

The proposed method obtains the FW L-optimal realization of a discrete-time
controller which is used in a closed loop with a continuous-time plant, a sam
pler, a zero-order hold and an antialiasing filter and which minimize a sensitiv
ity index. This optimal realization is based on complete information describing
the closed-loop system’s behaviour, not only at the sampling instances but in
inter-sample periods as well. The existence and uniqueness of this optimal
realization (to within an orthogonal coordinate basis transformation) have been
established and a recursive algorithm converging to the realization has been
given.
The theoretical results have been confirmed by two numerical examples which
illustrate the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed method and the advan
tage of taking into account inter-sample behaviour of a closed-loop system.
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Why sir, there is every possibility
that you will soon be able to tax it!
Michael Faraday to Gladstone, when asked
about the usefulness of electricity;
in W.E.H.Lecky

Democracy and Liberty
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Chapter 4

Sampled-Data Controller
Reduction

4.1

Introduction

Model reduction by means of balanced realizations and Hankel-norm approxi
mations has been studied by Moore (1981) and Glover (1984). Enns introduced
frequency weighting to balanced realizations [1984a] and applied this approach
for maintaining closed-loop stability [1984b]. Anderson and colleagues have
developed a frequency-weighted Hankel-norm technique for controller reduc
tion (Anderson and Liu, 1989, Latham and Anderson, 1985). None of this
earlier work explicitly treated sampled-data systems.
In this Chapter, our objective is to apply a balanced realization controller order
reduction method to sampled-data closed-loop systems to preserve the closedloop behaviour.
An outline of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2 we apply the previously
introduced fast sampling and lifting scheme to the sampled-data closed-loop
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system. A time-invariant system results. In Section 4.3 we obtain the weight
ing functions for preserving the closed-loop transfer function and actually re
duce the controller by the weighted balanced truncation method. A practical
example to confirm the approach is given in Section 4.4, followed by some
concluding remarks in Section 4.5.

4.2

Fast Sampling and Lifting

The purpose of this section is to apply the introduced in Chapter 2 fast sampling
and lifting operation to the sampled-data system of Fig. 1.1, i.e. to replace the
periodically time-varying sampled-data system (with continuous-time input
and output) by a time-invariant system.
To do so one should obtain a discrete-time approximation of the system by
sampling and then lift the system as has been described in Khargonekar et al.
(1985). The sampling interval is x/N, where x is the controller sampling time.
The sampled system is a multi-rate N-periodic discrete-time system. Lifting
involves passing from an N-periodic linear p x m discrete-time sampled system
to an equivalent pN x mN discrete-time linear time-invariant system. Observe
that the equivalence is an isomorphism of the systems in the sense that both
essential algebraic and analytic properties of the systems are preserved. In par
ticular, the lifted system is stable if and only if the N-periodic system is stable,
and in this case the operator norms (associated with regarding the system as
an operator mapping square-summable input to square-summable output) are
equal.
In order to take into account intersample behaviour of the system in Fig. 1.1,
we introduce fast sampling of the system with the sampling time x/N chosen
to be a submultiple N of the controller sampling time x, see Fig. 4.1.
Normally, x/N is chosen to be smaller than the fastest significant time constant
in the scheme of Fig. 1.1, e.g. the inverse of 5 X closed-loop bandwidth.
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the performance of the set-up of Fig. 4.1 will
mimic that of the scheme of Fig. 1.1. We shall show how a reduced order
controller can be obtained for the scheme of Fig. 4.1. If it is satisfactory, in
the sense of causing very little error in the closed-loop behaviour of Fig. 4.1,
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fast hold

S t/N - ^ H c/N
fast sampler

antialiasing
filter
sampler

T

plant

hole

P(s)- -►[S t/n ]-*'

F(s)
controller
Hr/N

fast sampler

St/N

fast hold

fast sampler

Figure 4.1: The fast-sampled closed-loop system
it will have this property for the scheme of Fig. 1.1 also.
To obtain a time-invariant system, so that standard reduction procedures can
be applied, we lift the system in Fig. 4.1. Given state-space realizations of
the plant P and antialiasing filter F as
P (s)= C p (sI-A p )"1Bp+ D p

(4.2.1a)

F (s)= C f (s I-A f )" ‘B f

(4.2.1b)

the state-space realizations of the mN-input, pN-output lifted plant
pN-input, pN-output filter T can be written in the form

(4.2.2a)

3>(z)=ep( z K A p) 1 36p + 3)p
9:(z)=C f

(4.2.2b)

(zI-Af )-1 95 f + 3)f

where
• • apbp

A p — äp^>

3^p—[&p^ ^bp .

A f =*F,

g ö fK a f^ b f . . .

e p=[CpT
T

apT CpT
afT CfT

dp

Cpbp
•••
CpapN- 2bp

bp],

af bf

bf ],

(apT ) N- 1 CpTlT,
...

(afT) N -i

q

T]T

0
... 0
\
Dp
... 0
\
.....................0
CpapN- 3bp . . . D p /

1
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®f = /
/
\

ap= exp (Ap x/N),

0

0

...

0

Cfbf
0
... 0
............................................0
\C f afN 2bf Cf afN -^bf . . . 0

af = exp (Af x/N),

t/N

i /N

bp=j exp(Ap t)dt Bp ,
o

bf =Jexp(Af t)dt Bf
o

(The realizations (4.2.2) are minimal if (4.2.1) are minimal, for almost all
choices of x.)
The lifted controller 96 can be written as
9G(z)=Ei K(z) E2
where
E l = (Im Im • • • Im)^
Er2= (Ip

In - n

x

Op Op . . .

^

Rm Nxm .

Op) 6E RpxpN»

n identity matrix, Op - p

x

p zero matrix.

E2 in the formula corresponds to a slow (every x seconds) sampler, which passes
through only the first element of an input vector and is in the off mode when
the following N - l elements of the input vector arrive. Ei corresponds to a
x-second zero-order hold.
Introducing P and F as

P = 9> Ei
and

F = E2 <F ,
the periodically time-varying sampled-data system in Fig. 1.1 can be replaced
by a time invariant system in Fig. 4.2.
Associated with the closed-loop linear periodically time-varying operator T
of Fig. 1.1 is the corresponding linear time invariant operator T of Fig. 4.2:
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antialiasing
filter

controller

plant

Figure 4.2: The lifted closed-loop system

r = P K F ( I + P K F)-1.

(4.2.3)

Controller reduction will be performed with T in mind, knowing that good
controller reduction for T provides good controller reduction for T.

4.3

Controller Reduction

In this section we will reduce the order of the controller K of the setup in Fig.
4.2 using the approach given in Anderson and Liu (1989). The major aim of
this reduction is preservation of the closed-loop transfer function. This means
that the error in approximation of the controller K by the reduced order control
ler Kr is measured by
|| W(z) [K(z)-Kr(z)] V(z)

||oo

(4.3.1)

where weights W and V are dictated by the requirement to preserve (as far
as possible) the closed-loop transfer function. In minimizing the error, they
cause the approximation process for K to be more accurate at certain frequen
cies. We shall now determine these weights. Denote by T r the transfer function
of the closed loop of Fig. 4.2 with the reduced-order controller Kr, and consider
the difference
9" - r r = P K F (I + P K F)-1 - P Kr F a + P Kr F)-1
To a first order approximation in K - Kr , there holds
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3" - 3"r « (I + P K F)-‘ P (K - Kr ) F a + p K F )'1

(4.3.3)

This suggests the choice of weighting functions
W(z) = (I + P K F )-1 P

(4.3.4a)

V(z) = F (I + P K F)-1

(4.3.4b)

and the minimization problem
min || W (K-Kr) V ||oo

(4.3.5)

To solve this problem, at least in an approximate way, we suggest the frequen
cy-weighted balanced truncation technique (Anderson and Liu, 1989, Enns,
1984b) be applied to the stable part of K. (The unstable part of K is copied
into Kr). We shall now briefly review this technique. Consider asymptotically
stable frequency-weighting functions and associated minimal state-variable re
alizations
W W CwCzI-A*)-1 Bw + Dw
and
V (z)=Cv(zI-Av)_1 Bv + Dv
(W and V are stable when the closed loop T is stable). The basic idea is to
change the gramians to reflect the introduction of the frequency weighting.
The frequency-weighted transfer function W(z)K(z)V(z) has a representation
with the following state-space matrices:

A=

/ A\v B\yC
0
A
0
0

V

C = (Cw

B w DCv\
BCV
AV
/

/ BWDDV
\
B = I BDV
\ BV /

DwDCy).

[Replace K(z) by its stable part in an additive decomposition, if K(z) is not
stable].
/ U W Ui2 U i3 \
Let U = [ U i 2T U
U 23 )
\U i3 T U23t UV/

/ Y W Y 12 Y 13\
and Y = Y i2T Y
Y23
\Y i3 T Y23t YV /
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be the solutions of the following Lyapunov equations:
XÜÄr + BBr = Ü

(4.3.6a)

Ar Y A + CT C = Y

(4.3.6b)

Now, U and Y can be regarded as the frequency-weighted controllability and
observability gramians for the original controller K(z) (or its stable part).
Consider a coordinate basis change to {A, B, C} which makes
Unew = Ynew = diag(pi, p2> • • • > Hn)» Mi — Pi+l*
. . . » n-1.
This new realization {A, B, C} is called a frequency-weighted balanced realiz
ation.
Now, the controller reduction is achieved by eliminating the rows and columns
of A, B and C corresponding to smallest (pr+i, \ir+ 2 , . . . , p^) in Uaew = Ynew.
This yields Kr(z) (or its stable part).
A detailed, computer oriented description of this weighted balanced truncation
algorithm is given in Integrated Systems Inc. (1991).
This frequency-weighted balanced truncation technique allows one to reduce
the controller K(z) preserving as much as possible the closed-loop transfer
function T. It will be shown in Chapter 6 that unlike in the non-weighted
or single-side weighted case, a stable K(z) may not yield a stable Kf(z). A
frequency error bound for the frequency-weighted controller order reduction
when stability is preserved will be derived in the following Chapter.

4.4

Example

We now present a practical example to confirm the applicability of the ap
proach. This example has been studied in Anderson and Moore (1989) and
Chongsrid and Hara (1994).
The system considered in this example comprises four spinning disks. The
disks are connected by a flexible rod, a motor applies torque to the third disk,
and the angular displacement o f the first disk is the variable of interest. The
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state-space matrices of the eight state plant are given by
f f 0 l l [-0.015 0.7651 [-0 .0 2 8
Ap-diag I |_0 oJ.L _o.765 -0.015 1 -1 .4 1 0

J

1.4101 [-0 .0 4 1.8511
-0.028 L - 1.85 -0.041 J

J’

BpT = [0.026 -0.251 0.033 -0.886 -4.017 0.145 3.604 0.280],
Cp = [-0.996 -0.105 0.261 0.009 -0.001 -0.043 0.002 -0.026],

Dp=0.

Design of the LQG controller was described in Anderson and Moore (1989)
and results in the continuous-time controller with the following state-space
representation:
Ac

I -0.4077 0.9741 0.1073 0.0131 0.0023 -0.0186 -0.0003 -0.0098 \
-0.0977
0.0011
-0.0361
-0.1716
-0.0020
0.1607
\ -0.0006

-0.1750 0.0215 -0.0896 -0.0260 0.0057 0.0109 -0.0105
0.0218 -0.0148 0.7769 0.0034 -0.0013 -0.0014 0.0011
-0.5853 -0.7701 -0.3341 -0.0915 0.0334 0.0378 -0.0290
-2.6546 -0.0210 -1.4467 -0.4428 1.5611 0.1715 -0.1318
0.0950 0.0029 0.0523 -1.3950 -0.0338 -0.0062 0.0045
2.3824 0.0170 1.2979 0.3721 -0.1353 -0.1938 1.9685
0.1837 0.0048 0.1010 0.0289 -0.0111 -1.8619 -0.0311 /

B ct = [-0.4105 -0.0868 -0.0004 0.0036 0.0081 -0.0085 -0.0004 -0.0132],
0 - = [-0.0447 -0.6611 -0.0047 -0.3601 -0.1033 0.0375 0.0427 -0.0329],
Dc = 0.
The controller is open-loop stable.
A discrete-time controller with sampling time t= 0 .1 sec. is obtained, by finding
the zero-order hold equivalent of the open-loop controller. [This procedure,
although it appears satisfactory in this case, can be subject to criticism on the
grounds that it does not seek directly to have the continuous-time closed-loop
closely approximated by the sampled-data closed loop as in Keller and Ander
son (1991,1992).] The discrete-time controller can be described by the follow
ing state-space form:
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A
0.9596
-0.0094
-0.0000
-0.0031
-0.0148
0.0008
i 0.0139
\ -0.0015

0.0945 0.0106 0.0012 0.0002 -0.0018 0.0001 -0.0010 \
0.9829 0.0024 -0.0084 -0.0025 0.0004 0.0011 -0.0009
-0.0001 0.9956 0.0763 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000
-0.0556 -0.0757 0.9653 -0.0089 0.0025 0.0038 -0.0024
-0.2506 0.0030 -0.1361 0.9474 0.1516 0.0172 -0.0108
0.0270 0.0000 0.0147 -0.1358 0.9860 -0.0018 0.0012
0.2265 -0.0028 0.1229 0.0360 -0.0103 0.9635 0.1930
-0.0039 0.0002 -0.0020 -0.0006 0.0002 -0.1830 0.9788 /

Bt = [-0.0406 -0.0084 -0.0000 0.0007 0.0021 -0.0010 -0.0014 -0.0013],
C = Cc, D = 0.
The frequency responses of the continuous controller and its sampled version
are depicted in Fig. 4.3.
-1 5

-20

-25

-50

Frequency (rad/sec)
1

continuous controller

2

sampled controller (plotted up to half the sampling frequency)

Figure 4.3: Frequency responses of continuous and sampled controllers
The antialiasing filter has transfer function F(s) = 5/(s+5).
The frequency responses of the initial continuous and sampled closed loops
are shown in Fig. 4.4. Here, by frequency response of a sampled system we
mean the frequency response of the discrete system obtained using zero-order
hold discrete-time equivalents of both the plant and the antialiasing filter.
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-120
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-160

1

continuous closed loop

Frequency (rad/sec)

2

sampled closed loop (plotted up to half the sampling frequency)

Figure 4.4: Frequency responses of continuous and sampled closed loops

The controller order was reduced using the fast-sampling and lifting technique
with N=3 and N=10 (sampling period x/N). In both cases, frequency weighting
was used. The weighted Hankel singular values are (1.5602, 0.4685, 0.0826,
0.0574, 0.0193, 0.0131, 0.0068, 0.0059) for N=3 and (1.5592, 0.4684, 0.0827,
0.0575, 0.0193, 0.0131, 0.0069, 0.0059) for N=10. The controller order was
also reduced for the discretized system, which can be considered as fastsampled and lifted system with N=l. The corresponding weighted Hankel sin
gular values are (1.5539, 0.4660, 0.0817, 0.0568, 0.0191, 0.0130, 0.0068,
0.0059).
Fig. 4.5 shows the errors of approximation of the full-order continuous closedloop transfer function by the transfer functions of the closed loops with reduced
order controllers of order 2, obtained in the three above mentioned ways. The
error is 120 logio(T7Tr)l where T and T r denote the closed-loop transfer func
tions with full order and with reduced order controllers. Clearly, with this mea
sure, it is desirable (though not in general possible) for the error to be zero.
The results show that when fast-sampling is used during the reduction process,
a superior result is obtained. It is sufficient in this case to use N=3 as the fast
sampling rate. This corresponds to an angular frequency of approximately 190
rad/sec; the improvement in matching of T and T r is evident starting at about
10 rad/sec.
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00 40

Frequency (rad/sec)
1

reduction using simple discretization (no fast sampling)

2

reduction using fast-sampling and lifting for N=3

3

reduction using fast-sampling and lifting for N=10

Figure 4.5: Errors of approximation of the full-order closed loop by
the closed loops with the reduced 2-nd order controllers.
Needless to say, whatever the sampling frequency is, it makes sense, especially
if there is a problem with stability of the sampled-data closed loop, to use a
more sophisticated scheme for obtaining the original (high order) discrete con
troller transfer function. (Keller and Anderson, 1991, 1992)

4.5

Conclusions

The proposed method allows one to reduce a discrete-time controller which
is used in a closed loop with a continuous-time plant, sampler, zero-order hold
and antialiasing filter. This reduction is based on information describing the
system’s behaviour not only at the sampling instants, but in inter-sample peri
ods as well, and aims to preserve the closed-loop behaviour of the sampled-data
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loop. To get information about the inter-sample behaviour of the system, fast
sampling has been applied, followed by a lifting operation, which gives a timeinvariant system. Obviously, the fast sampling procedure incurs an approxima
tion error.
In the whole reduction process, there are actually three different types of error:
(i) The error due to replacing a hybrid system by a multi-rate sampled-data
system - this error can be made as small as desired by choosing a fast enough
sampling rate for the faster of the two rates (ii) the error involved in replacing
the problem of matching closed-loop transfer functions by the problem of
matching (with weights) the open-loop responses of the controller - this error
arises from neglecting second order terms, and has the potential to lead to a
(mildly) less than optimal result in terms of closed-loop matching (iii) the
error associated with approximating a high order transfer function by a low
order one - this is obviously unavoidable.
The feasibility, efficiency and advantage of the proposed method have been
confirmed by a practical numerical example.
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The aim of science is not to open
the door to infinite wisdom, but to
set a limit to infinite error.
Bertolt Brecht

Life o f Galileo
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Chapter 5

Error Bound for
Transfer Function Order Reduction
Using Frequency-Weighted
Balanced Truncation

5.1

Introduction

Lower and, more importantly, upper frequency domain error bounds for the
balanced truncation approximation in the non-weighted continuous-time case
are well known and have been described in Enns (1984 a,b) and Glover (1984).
However, no error bound formula has been available for the balanced truncation
frequency-weighted problem.
The contribution of this Chapter is that an upper error bound for frequency
weighted balanced controller reduction is obtained.1 The bound is valid for
both one-sided (input or output) and two-sided weighted balancing approxima1. O f course, it requires the reduced order system (corresponding to a stable high order
system) to also be stable.
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tion for stable weights which can otherwise be arbitrary.
An outline of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2 the algorithm for fre
quency-weighted balanced reduction in continuous time is reviewed. The main
result, the error bound formula itself, is presented in Section 5.3. An example
(showing tightness of the bound) is given in Section 5.4, followed by some
concluding remarks in Section 5.5.

5.2

Background

In this section the algorithm for non-weighted balanced reduction and the error
bound are reviewed. Also, the algorithm for balanced weighted reduction is
recalled.
Let us consider a stable transfer function K, given by a minimal state-space
realization:
K(s) = C (si - A )'1 B + D

(5.2.1)

Also, consider a stable input weight V(s) and a stable output weight W(s), real
ised in their minimal state-space form as:
V(s) = Cv (si - Ay)-1 BV + Dv

(5.2.2)

W(s) = Cw (si - Aw)-1 Bw + Dw.

(5.2.3)

Then the weighted reduction problem is to find a stable lower-order transfer
function Kr (of order r), such that the norm ||W(s) [K(s) - K^s)] V(s)||00 is
minimal, or at least is approximately minimal.
A key application of interest is when K(s) is a controller and V(s) and W(s)
are obtained by one of the methods described in Anderson and Liu (1989).
(In a number of the methods of Anderson and Liu, 1989, V(s) or W(s) is the
identity). Such a controller may be open loop unstable; the scheme presented
here is restricted to reducing the order of the stable part of K(s), to yield the
stable part of K,(s); the unstable part of K(s) is copied with K^s).
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Let us recall first the non-weighted case.

Definition 5.1. Given an n-th order, linear time invariant, asymptotically stable
system with transfer function matrix K(s), a minimal realization of
K (s)=C (sI-A )-1B+D is internally balanced if {A,B,C} satisfy the following Ly
apunov equations:
A AT + A A + B B t = 0

(5.2.4a)

A A +AT A + CT C = 0

(5.2.4b)

and
A=diag(> 4 , X-2 , . . . , XJ,
w h e re

X*

>

Xi+i

(5.2.5)
>

0,

i= 1 ,2 ,

,

n -1 .

In equation (5.2.4a), A is the controllability gramian, and in (5.2.4b), A is the
observability gramian. Thus, a system is balanced when its controllability and
observability gramians are equal and have a diagonal form.
Partition the system {A,B,C} and A as

:(A
l
\ a2

Al 2

A22

B=

c=( Cr

C2)

A=

( Ar
\ 0

0
A2 /
(5.2.6)

where Ar , A r E Rrxr , B r E Rrxp » Q E Rmxr and r < n.
Then the reduced-order system {Ar , Br , Q } is a good approximation o f the
system {A, B, C} if Xj-» Xr+i. In fact, the following two properties are true:

Lemma 5.1. (Pemebo & Silverman, 1982)
For a balanced asymptotically stable system {A, B, C} satisfying (5.2.1), and
with A in the form o f (5.2.5) satisfying (5.2.4) and partitioned as in (5.2.6),
if X,. > Xr+i, then both subsystems {A r , B r , Cr } and {A 2 2 , B 2 , C2 } are asymp
totically stable.

Lemma 5.2. (Enns, 1984b, Glover, 1984)
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With the same hypothesis as Lemma 5.1, there holds a frequency error bound:
|| C (jw I-A )-1 B - Q O w l-A )-1 Br II«, < 2(Xr+1 + . . . + K ) = 2 tr(A2)
(5.2.7)
Now, consider asymptotically stable frequency-weighting functions and
associated minimal state-variable realizations W(s)=Cw(sI-Aw)_1 Bw + Dw and
V(s)=Cv(sI-Av)-1 Bv + Dv . The basic idea is to change the gramians to reflect
the introduction of the frequency weighting, to diagonalize these “weighted”
gramians and then to truncate.
The frequency-weighted transfer function W(s)K(s)V(s) has a representation
with the following state-space matrices:

fAw BwC BwDCy \
/B \yD D \\
I 0
A
BCy
J B =1 BDy J
0
Ay
By

A=

J

Yo

C = (Cw DwC D wD Cy)

/P w
Let P = I P i2T
\P l3 T

P l2 Pl3 \
P23
I
P23T PV /

P

and

y

/

D = D\yDDy

_
/ Qw Q l2
Q = I Q i2T Q
\Q l3 T

Ql3
Q23

Q23T Q v

\

]

J

be the solutions of the following Lyapunov equations:
PÄt + Ä P + B B t = 0

(5.2.8a)

Q Ä + Ät Q + Ct C = 0

(5.2.8b)

Now, P and Q can be regarded as the frequency-weighted controllability and
observability gramians for the original transfer function K(s). For later refer
ence, we note that Py is determined for Ay, By alone and Qw is determined
for Aw, Cw alone.
Consider a coordinate basis change to {A, B, C} which makes Pnew = Qnew
= 2 = diag(oi, 0 2 , . . . , On), Oi > ai+i, i = l , 2 , . . . , n-1. This new realization
{A, B, C} is called a frequency-weighted balanced realization. (The coordinate
basis change is easy to determine).
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Partition {A, B, C} as in (5.2.6) and 2 as

2r
0

0
22

(5.2.9)

)

where 2 r E Rrxr and r < n.
Now, as previously, the reduction is achieved by eliminating the rows and co l
umns o f A, B and C corresponding to 2 2 in 2 . The reduced order transfer
function o f order r is given by
Kr = Q (s l - A r)-1Br + D

(5.2.10)

A detailed, computer oriented description of this weighted balanced truncation
algorithm is given in Integrated Systems Inc. (1991).

5.3

Main Result

The major aim o f this section is to derive an upper error bound for balanced
frequency-weighted controller reduction. This result is stated in the following
theorem:

Theorem 5.1.
Let K(s), V(s) and W (s) be a stable transfer function o f order n and stable
weighting functions, respectively. The minimal state-space realizations are g iv
en by (5.2.1), (5.2.2) and (5.2.3), respectively. Also, let Kf(s) (given by
(5.2.10)) be a reduced order transfer function o f order r, obtained by the fre
quency-weighted (with the weights V(s) and W(s)) balanced reduction tech
nique. Assume that Kr is stable, which is guaranteed if V(s) or W(s) is constant,
see Enns (1984 a,b). Then the following error bound holds [compare with
(5.2.7)]:

IIW(s) [K(s) - Kf(s)] V ^ llo o < 2 2

+ ( a ^ o ^

where
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«k - IlSk-illoo

IICv

Pv1/2lloo

and

ßk = HQw1/2

Bwlloo llrk-llloo

and

2k-i(s) = A2 ik 1<t>k-i(s)Bk-i + bk,
rk-i(s) = Ck-icJ)k-i(s)Ai2k
<hc-l(s) = (sI-A k_i)-1,

1

+ Ck,

Ow (s) = (si - Aw)"1,

Oy(s) = (si - Ay)“1,

and bk and Ck are the k-th row of Bk and the k -th column of Ck, respectively
and An = A, Bn = B, Cn = C.
For proof, see the Appendix H.

Remark 5.1. The assumption of stable Kr in the statement of the theorem can
not be omitted. It has long been thought that Kr is stable in the case of double
sided frequency-weighted balanced truncation (although proof existed for
single-sided weighting only). Later in the thesis we will show that in the case
of double-sided weighted balanced truncation the reduced controller Kr may
be unstable.

Remark 52. Since the Loo bound on the error is expressed in terms of other
Loo bounds, it might be thought that the advantage of the bound is minor.
Several points should however be noted:
The order of the transfer functions Ek-i and Tk_i (viz. k-1 for
k = r + 1, . . . , n) will often be much less than that of W(s)[K(s) - Kf(s)]V(s),
viz. (n + r) + deg W + deg V. Accordingly, the L qq bounds will be much
easier to compute.
The transfer functions Cy Oy P y 1/2 and Qw1/2
Bw are inde
pendent of K(s), depending just on the weights V(s) and W(s), and so their
norms only need to be computed once.
•
In the light of the above points, the bound formula lends itself
to easy examination of a number of different trial values for r, leading to a
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subsequent selection.

Remark 5.3.

The parameters

and ßk are finite. Indeed, ||Ek_illoo

and

UTk-illoo 316 finite since the reduced controller is stable. Also, H^v IIqq is
bounded since the weight V is stable and the unique solution Py of the 3-3
block of Lyapunov equation (5.2.8a) is bounded since (Ay, By) is a controllable
pair. Therefore, ||Cy O y Py^H oo is bounded. Furthermore, ||Cy d>y P v 1/2|loo
depends on the input weight V only since Py depends on Ay and By only.
Similarly, ||Qw1/2
Bwlloo is bounded and depends on the output weight
W only.
It is easy to check also that the quantities Cy d>y P y 1/2 and Q w 1/2 d>w Bw
do not depend on the coordinate basis choice for V(s) and W(s).
We can actually express a bound on j|Cy d>y P y ^ llco by using the upper bound
of the solution Py of the Lyapunov equation. As has been shown in Mori et
al. (1986) and Troch (1987), Py < ||G ||2 S ST, where G is a positive definite
symmetric matrix dependent on Ay only, and S=[By AyBy . . . AyNv_1By]
is the controllability matrix of {Ay, By}. Thus, the norm ||Cy <I>y P y 1/2|loo
can be bounded in terms of Ay, By and Cy as follows:
||Cy O y P v 1/2||oo < ||G |b1/2 ||Cy O y S||qq.
Similar result can be derived for a bound of the norm ||Qw1/2 d>w Bwlloo
in terms of Aw, Bw and CwWe can also argue that if a different frequency weighted balanced realization
is used, the same norm ||Sk-illoo results. Indeed, the frequency-weighted bal
anced realization is unique to within a sign change of a state variable when
the singular values of the balanced gramian are distinct. Different balanced
realizations are related by a transformation Tk = diag[q, i = 1, 2, . . . , k] and
h = ± 1 . It is not hard to conclude from this that HEk-iHoo is invariant under
a transformation Tk.
Actually, examples suggest that IIHn.ill^

and

lirV iH ^

are bounded by

quantities proportional to \ / a n as a n —►0. However, a proof of this has
yet to be established. If true, the bound formula of the Theorem would depend
on <Jk linearly, for k = r+1, . . . , n.
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Many frequency-weighted approximation problems have just a one-sided
weighting. Then the main result becomes:
Corollary 5.1.
Let K(s), V(s) and W(s) be a stable controller of order n and stable weighting
functions. Then a reduced order transfer function Kr(s) of order r, obtained
by single-sided frequency weighting (with either input weight V(s) or output
weight W(s)) is stable (see Enns, 1984a) and the following error bounds are
true:
l|[K(s) - Kj(s)] W(s)\\oo < 2 2

V

||W(s) [K(s) - KKsMHoo < 2 2

V a j + f W /2 .

k=r+l

k*r+l

Remark 5.4. In the non-weighted case, when W(s)
||K(s) - K ^U oo < 2

+ ako

,

V(s) = I,

a*
k=r+l

5.4

Examples

We now present three examples to illustrate how the bound on the weighted
controller reduction error, obtained in accordance with the above theorem,
compares to the actual weighted controller reduction error.

5.4.1

E xam ple 5.1

This example has been studied in Enns (1984b). The stable controller to be
reduced is given by its transfer function:
K(s) = (s2 + 2.8s + 1.6)/(s3 + 2.9s2 + 3.1s + 1.5).
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The stable input weighting is in the form:
V(s) = (s3 + 2.9s2 + 3.1s + 1.5)/(s3 + 3.8s2 + 4.4s + 1.6)
and there is no output weighting.
The weighted Hankel singular values are (0.53999, 0.12355, 0.0042758) and
the reduced controllers of order 2 and 1 are
K2(s) = 1.0135(s + 1.1373)/(s2 + 1.3384s + 1.0715)
and
Ki(s) = 1.1694/(s + 0.83068)
respectively.
The actual weighted controller reduction errors are:
E i = ||[K(s) - K2(s)]V(s)||00 = 0.0085342
and
E; = ||[K(s) - K1(s)]V(s)||O0 = 0.31977
for the reduced controllers of order 2 and 1 respectively.
When we estimate these values by calculating upper bounds of the errors using
Theorem 5.1, we have:
||CV 4>v(jco) Pv'^lloo = 0.31911.
l|S2(j<o)lloo = 0.18476,
l|Si(ja))lloo

= 0-75851,

a2 = 0.24205,
a3 = 0.058959
and the bounds are
Ba

= 2(o32 + a3 a33/2)1/2 = 0.011793,
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E l = E2 + 2( o22 + a 2 a 23/2) 1/2 = 0.33290.
Comparing the actual error values with their calculated upper bounds, we can
see that the bound differs 4% from its actual value for the reduced controller
of order 1, and the difference is 38% for the reduced controller of order 2.
Thus, we can say that the approximated values are close to the real ones.

5.4.2

Example 5.2

As a second example, we consider a plant, given by its transfer function:
G(s) = (s + 0.8)(s + 2)/(s + 1.5)(s2 + 1.4s + 1)
or, in a state-space form:
/-2 .9
Ag = / 1

-3.1
0

-1.5 \
0

/1 \
=I 0

Cg = (1

2.8

1.6), Dg = 0.

An LQG compensator was designed to control this plant There were used
state weighting Q c = I 3 + 100CgTCg, control weighting R c = 1, state noise
covariance Qf = I3 + 100BgBgT and measurement noise covariance Rf=l.
The design procedure resulted in the controller
K(s) = 10.3544(s + 1.86183)(s + 0.745649)
/(s + 19.8229)(s + 2.00134)(s + 0.800627).
Weighting functions, chosen to preserve (as far as possible) the closed-loop
transfer function (see e.g. Anderson and Liu, 1989, Integrated Systems Inc.,
1991) are in the form:
input weighting
V(s) = (s + 0.80062709)(s + 1.5)(s + 2.00134)(s + 19.8229)(s + 1.4s + 1)
-K (s + 0.800687)(s + 1.30002)(s + 2.00147)(s + 19.279)
X (s 2 + 2.14368s + 1.75884)],
output weighting
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W(s) = (s + 19.8229)(s + 2.00134)(s + 2)(s + 0.800627)(s + 0.8)
-H (s + 0.800687)(s + 1.30002)(s + 2.00147)(s + 19.279)
X(s2 + 2.14368s + 1.75884)].
(Because K(s) is scalar, we could work with a single-sided weighting V(s)W(s).
However, our goal here is to indicate the effect of two-sided weighting).
The weighted Hankel singular values o are
(0.052428, 0.011097, 0.00048095) and the weighted balanced reduced con
trollers of order 1 and 2 are
Ki(s) = 10.372/(s + 21.312)
and
K2( s) = (10.384s + 11.916)/(s2 + 21.299s + 26.205)

respectively.
The poles of the transfer functions with the controllers of reduced order are
(-19.4486, -1.0836 ± 0.7547j, -1.2917 ± 0.2295j)
and
(-20.8123, -1.29, -1.0546 ± 0.8346j)
for the loops with the 2nd order and 1st order controllers respectively. Thus,
the closed loops are stable.
The actual weighted balanced controller reduction errors are:
Ei = ||W(s)[K(s) - Ki(s)]V(s)|loo =0.016581
and
E2 = ||W(s)[K(s) - K2(s)]V( s)||O0=0.0010472
for the reduced controllers of order 1 and 2 respectively.
When we estimate these values by calculating upper bounds of the errors using
Theorem 5.1, we have

IICv 4>vG«ß) Pv1/2lloo =

0.22893,

IIQww Ow(jw) Bwlloo =

0.0023564,
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l|Sl(jw)lloo = 0.20246,
l|S 2(jw)lloo = 0.054046,
liri(jco)|loo = 2.8548,

lir2(j<o)lloo = 0.8166,
0.2

= 0.046348, ct3 = 0.012373, ß2 = 0.006727, ß 3 = 0.0019243

and the bounds are
E 2 = 2( o32 + (a 3 + ß3) Oy*1 + a 3 ß 3 03 ) ^ = 0.0012547,
Ei = E 2 + 2(a 22 + (a 2 + ß2) a 23^ + a 2 ß2 o2) ^ = 0.029353.
Comparing the actual error values with their calculated upper bounds, we can
see that the bound differs 77% from its actual value for the reduced controller
of order 1, and the difference is 80% for the reduced controller of order 2 .
Thus, we can conclude that the bound in the double-side weighted case is not
as tight as for single-side weighting (Example 5.1). But, anyway, the approxi
mation is very good.

5.4.3

E xam ple 5.3

The third example deals with a controller having its poles close to the jco-axis.
Let us consider the stable controller to be reduced, given by its transfer function:
K(s) = (s 2 + 2.8s + 1.6)
/ (s 5 + 2.911s4 + 3.1319s3 + 1.5341s2 + 0.01653s + 0.000015).
The poles are {-1.5, - 0 .7 ± j 0.71414, -0.01, -0.001}. Thus two poles approach
the jco-axis very closely.
The stable input weighting is given in the form
V(s) = K_1(s) / [(s + l)2(s + 2)].
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The weighted Hankel singular values ö are
{797.19, 1.6265, 0.07408, 0.0004583} and the weighted balanced reduced con
trollers of order 1, 2, 3 and 4 are
K i(s) = -0.151 / (s + 2.2H O "9),
K2( s) = (-0.154s + 0.876) / (s2 + 0.00742s + 9.9810"6),
K 3( s) = (0.00985s2 - 0.102s + 1.47)
/ (s3 + 1.21s2 + 0.0171s + 1.2110"5),

K4(s) = (0.00145s3 - 0.0138s2 + 1.06s + 1.04)
/ (s4 + 1.33s3 + 0.992s2 + 0.0108s + 9.7810"6)
respectively.
The actual weighted balanced controller reduction errors
Ei = ||[K(jco) - Ki(jco)] V G ^Iloo, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are:
E i = 321.03, E 2 = 0.13124, E 3 = 0.06691, E 4 = 0.0009187.
W hen we estimate these values by calculating upper bounds of the errors using
results of Theorem 5.1, we have:
||C v*v(jw )Pv1/2lloo=0-41013,
11210(0)1100=2.5504 • lO9,

l|S20co)llco=9-4683 • 104,
11230(0) 1100= 4.8518 • 104,
I|240(o)lloo=8-O189 • 103,
02=1.046 • 109, 03=3.8832 • 104, 04=1.9899 • 104, o 5=3.2888 • 103
and the bounds are
E4 = 2(0^ + 05 a s3« ) 1« = 0.35927,
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E3 = E* + 2(a42 + cut o43/2) 1/2 = 22.203,
E2 = E3 + 2(a32 + a 3 a 33/2) 1/2 = 78.166,
E i = E2 + 2(a22 + a 2 a 23/2) 1/2 = 93,239.
As w e can see, actual errors may be large when controller has poles close to
the imaginary axis. Also in this case the upper bound, derived in Theorem
5.1 and based on the inequality

IISiüCD) Cv ^vCjO)) P23 [i+l]Tlloo ^

llS iCjw)|loo IlCv ^VÜ^) Pv^lloo V ai+l>

becomes very conservative.
Let us try to make the bound tighter by using the inequality
||Si(j(0) Cv Ov(jCD) P23, [i+l]Tlloo <

||Si(jO))Hoo ||Cv <&VÜW) P23, [i+l]Tlloo •

That gives us the following reduction error bounds:
E4a = 0.015098, E3a = 3.3371,

E2a = 18.906,

= 51,388.

A s w e can see, this approach gives us better bounds, though still very conserva
tive.
The bounds are worse when IEi(jo))l and ICy d>y(jco) P23, [i+i]Tl assume their
maximum values at mutually distant frequencies.
Finally, let us try to improve the results by bounding the reduction errors by
the norms

||Ei(jco)CvOv(jw)P23. [i+l]TllooThat gives us extremely tight reduction error bounds:
E4b = 0.00091892, E3b = 0.074513,

E2b = 0.25299,

E ib = 321.25.

In this case the bounds differ from the actual errors by 0.07%, 93%, 11% and
0.02% for reduced controllers o f order 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
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5.5

Conclusions

The controller reduction approach discussed in this Chapter involves a frequen
cy weighted error between the full and reduced order transfer functions. The
weighted balanced reduction technique was applied to reduce the order of the
transfer function. An error bound formula for frequency weighted balanced
truncation was obtained.
Three examples were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the error bound
formula. The first example involves an input weighting, the second - double
sided weighting. The calculated error bounds were close to the actual error
values for both examples.
The third example studies the case of a transfer function having its poles close
to the imaginary axis. It has been shown that the bound derived in the main
theorem of the Chapter is conservative, but a way to improve the bound has
been shown as well. It is widely held that in the unweighted case, the standard
bounds are also conservative when poles are close to the jco-axis.
Issues of interest which remain open are the possibility of improving the error
bound formula and of determining cases when the bound is tight/weak. In Enns
(1984b), the question is considered for the unweighted reduction problem of
when the bound is tight and weak. It is probably weak when the weighted
system’s transfer function has alternating poles and zeros almost along the
j co-axis and tight when there are alternating poles and zeros along the negative
real axis. This conclusion may carry over to the weighted case. The examples
allow no real definitive conclusion on this point, although they tend to support
the carry-over hypothesis.
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Aristotle maintained that women have
fewer teeth than men; although he was
twice married, it never occurred to him
to verify this statement by examining his
wives’ mouths.
Bertrand Russell

Impact of Science on Society
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Chapter 6

New Results
on Frequency-Weighted
Balanced Truncation

6.1

Introduction

In this Chapter, we show by examples that Enns’ frequency-weighted balanced
truncation technique (Enns, 1984a) may give an unstable reduced order model
or may not give any reduced order model of a particular order. We then propose
a new frequency weighted balanced truncation technique which is guaranteed
to yield stable reduced order models even when both input and output weight
ings are included. The proposed technique is essentially a simple generalisation
of Lin and Chiu’s technique (Lin and Chiu, 1992) and can handle weighting
transfer functions which are proper. Furthermore, we also present frequency
response error bounds for the proposed technique.
Several examples are presented to compare the Enn’s technique and the new
scheme. Sometimes, the Enns’ scheme gives a superior error performance and
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sometimes the proposed technique gives a superior performance.

6.2

Some Remarks on Enns’ Technique

In this section, we show by different examples that the frequency weighted
balanced truncation technique (Enns, 1984a) when both input and output
weightings are included (i) may yield unstable reduced order models or (ii)
may not yield any reduced-order model o f a particular order.

6,2 J

Example A

Consider the third-order system

K(s)=(8 s2+6 s+2)/( s344 s2+5 s+2)
with the poles and zeros at p i= -l, - 1 , - 2 and Zi=-0.3750zbj 0.3307 respectively.
The input and output weights are respectively:
V (s)= l/(s+ 3) and W (s)=l/(s44).
The diagonalized weighted controllability and observability Gramians are:
P=Q=diag{0.0513, 0.0417, 0.0057}.
Enns’ (1984a) method gives the following 1st and 2nd order models:
K i(s)= -0 .1 5 6 3 /(s-0 .1085)

K2( s)=(7.705 s+3.3214)/(s2+3.4056 s+3.9040).
Clearly, K i(s) is unstable and K2 (s) is stable.
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6.2.2

Example B

Consider the third-order original system of Example A with the following input
and output weights respectively:
V(s)=l/(s+5.72624615) and W(s)=l/(s+4).
The diagonalized weighted controllability and observability Gramians are:
P=Q=diag{0.0286, 0.0265, 0.0032}.
Enns’ (1984a) method gives the following 1st and 2nd order models:
Ki(s)=7.0102

x

10-9 /(s+3.8275 X10-9)

K2(s)=(7.7761s+3.2742)/(s2+3.4506 s+3.8724).
Note both Ki(s) and K2(s) are stable. However, Ki(s)M), which suggests that
a 1st order model does not exist!

6.2.3

Example C

Following is a discrete-time example which yields an unstable pole in the re
duced order system. If the weights are slightly adjusted, the unstable pole can
be moved onto the unit circle (to z=-l); in this case, the residue is not zero.
Consider the 4th order system of Wagie and Skelton (1986):
K(z)= z3/( z4+1 .1 z3-0.01z2-0.275 z-0.06)

with the following weights
W(z)=V(z)=(z+0.9)/(z+0.1).
The diagonalized weighted controllability and observability Gramians are:
P=Q=diag{ 1.1439, 0.3106, 0.2391, 0.0032}.
The first-order model obtained by Enns’ (1984a) technique is
Ki(z)=1.0241/(z+1.0221),
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which is clearly unstable.

6.3

Generalization and Error Bounds

In this section, we generalize Lin and Chiu’s (1992) technique to handle proper
weighting functions. We also derive frequency response error bounds for the
generalized technique presented.

6.3.1

Generalized Frequency-Weighted
Technique

Let the transfer function of the original stable system be given by
K(s)=C(sI-A)-1B+D,
where {A,B,C,D} is a minimal state-space realization. Let the transfer func
tions of the stable input and output weights be respectively
V(s)=Cv(sI-Av ) - 1Bv+Dv
W (s)=Cw(sI-Aw)"1Bw+Dw

where {Ay,By,Cv,Dy} and {Aw3w>Cw>Dw } are minimal realizations, The
state-space realization of the augmented system K(s)V(s) is
Ai =

A BCV
0 Ay J

BDy
By

Bi =

Ci=[C

0].

II

__ ___ 1

, and

C0 = [DwC

l

5 s to

*0

A
0
BwC Aw.

T*

Let

Ao

---- 1

The state-space realization of the augmented system W(s)K(s) is
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Q
Q l2

Q l2T
Qw

CwL

(6.3.1)
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be the solutions of the following Lyapunov equations:
AiPi + P;AiT + B;BiT = 0

(6.3.2)

Ao'Qo + QüA(j + C0'C 0 = 0

(6.3.3)

Assuming that there are no pole-zero cancellations in K(s)V(s) and W(s)K(s),
the Gramians, Pi and Q0 are positive definite.
Theorem 6.1: Consider the system {A,B,C,D} with input weight,
{Ay,By,Cy,Dy} and output weight, {Aw.Bw.Cw.Dw}* If
X=BDv-P i2 fV 1Bv
Y=DwC-C wQw *Qi2
where P12, Py, Q12 and Qw are given by eqn. (6.3.1), then the realization
{A,X,Y} is minimal.
Proof: Let Ti and T0 be transformations which block diagonalize the Gramians,
Pi and Q0, and have the following structure:
I
_0

P12PV1
i

TAo —

, and

I
0
-Qw_1Qi2 I

Since {Ay,By} is controllable and {Cw,Aw} is observable, Py-1 and Dw-1 in
the above equations exist. The block-diagonalized Gramians now have the
following structure:
Di = T f ^ iT f 1

P-P12PV"1Pi2T 0
0
Py

D0 - T0TQ0Tc

Q-Qi2TQw *Qi2 0
0
Qw

and

The corresponding state-space realizations have the following structures:

ApTf^jTi

A X12 ,
0 Ay

B pT fiB j

X
By
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Ci=QTi = [C CP12PV-1].

